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ABSTRACT 

Mass spectrometry (MS) imaging (MSI) is an untargeted and label-free 
chemical imaging method that can map distributions of compounds, such as 
metabolites, lipids, proteins, and pharmaceutical compounds, in solid 
samples, such as tissues and cells. Infrared laser ablation ambient MS (IRLA-
MS) methods can carry out MSI measurements at atmospheric pressure with 
minimal sample preparation, which allows straightforward analysis of 
biological samples in their native state, and which is not feasible with 
traditional vacuum-based MSI methods that typically require extensive 
sample preparation and treatment. IRLA-MS methods are best suited for the 
analysis of small <1500 Da molecules, and they can cover the analysis of small 
nonpolar, neutral polar, and charged polar molecules depending on the 
ionization method. IRLA-MS methods with electrospray ionization (e.g., laser 
ablation electrospray ionization, LAESI) can analyze a wide-range of medium 
polar, polar, and ionic compounds, whereas IRLA-MS with atmospheric 
pressure photoionization (i.e., laser ablation atmospheric pressure 
photoionization, LAAPPI) is suitable for the analysis of nonpolar and polar 
analytes. However, LAAPPI- and LAESI-MSI have thus far been limited by a 
relatively poor lateral resolution of 200–400 μm, which has limited the 
number of structures they can spatially resolve in samples, and which can 
make them an unappealing choice for biological research. This thesis and its 
four studies cover the early stage of LAAPPI-MSI research and the 
development of a novel LAAPPI/LAESI MSI platform for optimized imaging 
with sub-100 μm lateral resolution. The main objective of the study was to 
enhance the imaging quality of these IRLA-MS methods for biological 
research. 

In the first study, the first in-house built LAAPPI-MSI setup of this work 
was used to study the distributions of low polarity triterpenoids in the phellem 
fractions of Betula pendula bark samples with a lateral resolution of 400 μm 
and provide complementary imaging data to the mass spectra acquired by 
desorption atmospheric pressure photoionization (DAPPI) MS. LAAPPI-MS 
offered an efficient tool for sampling and ionization of all the studied 
triterpenoids: betulin, betulinic acid, betulonic acid, allobetulin, allobetulone, 
and lupeol. Positive ion LAAPPI-MSI analysis showed that betulinic acid had 
a relatively high abundance in the lenticels, which are channels that enable the 
gas exchange through the bark, whereas all other triterpenoids were 
distributed more evenly in the phellem. The result was consistent with the 
spectral data acquired by the DAPPI-MS method. 

The second study demonstrated a simple focusing method for OPO IR laser 
beams, which are widely used for sampling in IRLA-MS methods. The 
capability to focus the IR laser beam to the smallest possible spot size typically 
determines the lateral resolution of the IRLA-MSI analysis. The results 
showed that the inhomogeneous multimode OPO IR laser beam profiles can 



 

 

be transformed to a better form before focusing by allowing the beam to 
propagate in free space. The resulting size of the IR laser ablated holes was 
observed to decrease from 385 to 20 μm as the beam propagation distance in 
free space increased from 1 to 18 m. Part of the IR laser energy was lost at 
longer beam propagation distance, but this was compensated by focusing of 
the radiation to a smaller area on the sample surface. The suitability of the 
focusing method for MSI was demonstrated in the LAAPPI-MSI of a mouse 
brain tissue section. 

In the third study, an enclosed LAAPPI/LAESI MSI platform utilizing the 
new OPO IR laser focusing method was developed and optimized for the 
analysis of rodent brain tissue sections with a lateral resolution of 70 μm. The 
improvement of the imaging resolution below 100 μm was a large step forward 
in terms of imaging quality, as compared to the first study, and which required 
a higher sensitivity, repeatability, and stability from the LAAPPI and LAESI 
methods due to the decreased number of sampled analytes and increased 
number of measured pixels. After optimization of operational parameters, 
positive and negative ion LAAPPI- and LAESI-MS detected many of the same 
metabolites and lipids in the brain. Many compounds were also detected either 
by LAAPPI- or LAESI-MS, indicating that LAAPPI and LAESI are more 
complementary than alternative methods. The stability of the optimized 
negative ion LAAPPI-MSI for larger sample areas was demonstrated with a 
successful measurement of a whole rat brain tissue section consisting of nearly 
30 000 pixels, which revealed many lipid distributions correlating with 
different rodent brain structures. 

The last study applied LAAPPI-MSI with a lateral resolution of 70 μm for 
the analysis of the untreated and frozen leaves of model organism Arabidopsis 
thaliana (A. thaliana), which is an important species in fundamental plant 
research. A. thaliana leaves have a complex, multilayered structure, which can 
be difficult to analyze with most MSI methods that are confined to the analysis 
of the sample surface. Negative ion LAAPPI-MSI allowed the analysis of A. 
thaliana leaf substructures ranging from single-cell trichomes and the 
interveinal leaf lamina to primary, secondary, and tertiary veins. The method 
also showed its potential for depth profiling analysis for the first time by 
mapping analytes at the different depths of the leaf and spatially resolving the 
topmost trichomes and cuticular wax layer from the underlying tissues. 
Negative ion LAAPPI-MS detected many different flavonol glycosides, fatty 
acids, fatty acid esters, galactolipids, and glycosphingolipids, whose 
distributions varied significantly between the different substructures of A. 
thaliana leaves. This was also the first time that LAAPPI-MS was shown 
capable of imaging and analyzing contents of single cells. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a powerful high-throughput analytical 
technique for obtaining molecular level information of a sample, such as 
tissue,1 urine,2 or pharmaceuticals.3 Mass spectrometers have a high 
sensitivity and selectivity, they are suitable for qualitative and quantitative 
measurements, and they are typically part of larger modular instrumentation 
that can be configured to meet the needs of various applications.4 For example, 
the highly versatile MS methods can be used to cover the analysis of small and 
large molecules from different sample types, such as metabolites from single 
cells,5 doping agents from urine,6 chemical warfare agents from the seabed,7 
neurotransmitters from the brain,8 and peptides and proteins from the blood.9 
Due to its suitability to the simultaneous analysis of a wide range and vast 
number of compounds, MS is also a commonly used method in the large-scale 
omics studies, as in metabolomics,10 lipidomics,11 and proteomics.12 

Mass spectrometry is based on the measurement of gas-phase ions that are 
separated by their mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) in a vacuum inside a mass 
spectrometer.13 The studied compounds (i.e., analytes) must therefore be 
transported to the gas phase and ionized before they can be measured with 
MS, which has led to the development of numerous ionization methods that 
can each produce gas-phase ions from various compounds and sample types 
either in a vacuum or at atmospheric pressure. Early MS utilized ionization 
methods such as electron (impact) ionization (EI)14 and chemical ionization 
(CI),15 in which the analytes are transported to the gas-phase with the use of 
high thermal energy. This limited the efficient MS analysis to volatile and 
thermally stable molecules that are often smaller (<1000 Da) than many 
biomolecules of interest. The efficient analysis of a wider range of large and 
small biomolecules such as proteins, peptides, and metabolites became 
feasible only after the development of electrospray ionization (ESI) by the 
workgroup of Fenn,16 soft laser desorption (SLD) ionization by Tanaka et al.,17 
and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) by Karas and 
Hillenkamp18 in the 1980s, which also allowed the utilization of MS for many 
biological applications we see today in modern-day analytical laboratories. For 
example, ESI is commonly used in liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry 
(LC-MS) instrumentation for quantitative analysis of liquid solutions,19 
especially in the field of omics, whereas MALDI is widely used for the 
measurements of solid samples and intact proteins, especially in the field of 
mass spectrometry imaging.20 

Today, most commercial ion sources that are based on methods such as 
ESI, atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI),21 or atmospheric pressure 
chemical ionization (APCI)22 are designed to allow the analysis of a wide range 
of biomolecules with a high sensitivity and reliable quantification when 
coupled with a chromatographic separation method, such as LC or gas 
chromatography (GC). However, the samples are required to be introduced to 
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these systems as liquid solutions, making them inherently dependent on 
sample preparation, as most biological samples are or contain solids. Although 
MALDI sources allow the direct analysis of solids, it still requires the sample 
to be co-crystallized with a chemical matrix compound to assist the 
desorption/ionization process for achieving high sensitivity.13 The described 
dependences on sample preparation may prevent in vivo studies and the 
sample preparation methods used may decrease reproducibility and alter the 
native metabolic state of the sample, which lead to flawed results. 

In order to avoid sample preparation, the traditional MS ionization 
methods, such as ESI and APPI, were incorporated into more complex and 
experimental ion sources, which ultimately led to the dawn of a completely 
new methodology called ambient (ionization) mass spectrometry.23 A high 
number of ambient MS methods have been developed and employed in 
different applications since desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) by 
Takats et al.24 and direct analysis in real-time (DART) by Cody et al.25 were 
presented in 2004 and 2005, respectively. For example, ambient MS has been 
applied for the in vivo26 and field studies,27 the analysis of pharmaceuticals 
and their substructures,28 and the studies of single cells in their native 
microenvironments with minimal perturbation.29,30 Ambient MS methods are 
typically best suited for qualitative analysis and finding differences between 
samples or sample regions, such as molecular-level features that cannot be 
visually observed.31–33 

All ambient MS methods operate at atmospheric pressure, but they 
function differently by using various sampling and ionization methods to 
enable the analysis of certain sample types.34 Ambient MS methods can 
consecutively sample and ionize the analytes within seconds, offering rapid 
and straightforward analyses. This ability is often applied for MS imaging 
(MSI) of solid samples, which can visualize how different compounds are 
distributed in the measured areas.35 DESI was the first ambient MS method 
that was capable of MSI, and its invention was also a major step forward for 
the whole field that relied mainly on the vacuum-based MALDI and secondary 
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)36 ion sources. Since that time, many other 
ambient MS methods have been developed or applied for MSI, including laser 
ablation atmospheric pressure photoionization (LAAPPI)37 and laser ablation 
electrospray ionization (LAESI).38 Current ambient MS methods already offer 
a great alternative to MALDI and SIMS imaging and they are constantly 
developed to enhance the imaging quality in terms of imaging resolution or 
sensitivity,39,40 for instance. 

The work carried out for this thesis further developed ambient MS methods 
based on infrared (IR) laser-ablation (IRLA) sampling, including LAAPPI and 
LAESI. These methods combine the benefits of ambient MS and the high 
accuracy and repeatability of IRLA sampling while allowing MSI analysis. The 
focus of the thesis was to develop a MSI platform that can enhance the imaging 
quality of LAAPPI- and LAESI-MSI methods with the use of high lateral 
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resolution. This was accomplished by decreasing the size of the focused IR 
laser spot to sample smaller and smaller volumes and optimizing the built MSI 
platform for better repeatability and sensitivity. Furthermore, the in-house-
developed LAAPPI method was applied to MSI of rodent brain tissue sections 
to demonstrate its capability as a robust imaging method, while showing how 
LAAPPI can produce complementary imaging data to the more commonly 
used LAESI method. Finally, the developed MSI platform was shown capable 
of depth profiling analyses and spatially resolving and imaging single cells and 
other substructures of frozen Arabidopsis thaliana leaves with the optimized 
LAAPPI source. 
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2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

2.1 MASS SPECTROMETRY IMAGING 

Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) can be classified as an untargeted and 
label-free chemical imaging method that can map distributions of compounds 
in solid samples,41 such as pharmaceuticals,42 tissue,43 cells,44 and 
fingerprints.45 The distributions of various metabolites,32,46 lipids,47,48 
peptides,40,49 proteins,50,51 nucleotides,52,53 and drugs54,55 can be visualized in 
a form of heat map images (Chapter 2.1.3, Figure 1) which each show the 
relative abundance of an analyte across the measured sample area, revealing 
its distribution. The generated heat maps are often called ion density maps, 
ion images, or simply mass spectrometric images (MS images), and each image 
pixel can also be interpreted as a single MS measurement that provides a 
chemical fingerprint for that specific region of the sample. The correlation of 
the acquired MS images with the native compound distributions in the sample 
depend on many attributes such as the quality of the sample that was prepared 
(Chapter 2.1.3.1) and/or treated (Chapter 2.1.3.2) for the analysis or the 
achievable lateral resolution of the used MSI method (Chapter 2.2). Most MSI 
methods are best suited for two-dimensional (2-D) imaging by measuring 
samples such as thin tissue sections,56 cells,57 or any other planar surfaces such 
as semiconductors (Chapter 2.1.3.1).58 Many recent studies have also 
demonstrated and developed different MS methods such as SIMS,59 MALDI,60 
DESI,61 LAESI,62 and LAAPPIIV for depth profiling analysis and three-
dimensional (3-D) MSI. Although all MSI methods have different features that 
vary from sub-micron spatial resolution63 to suitability for in vivo studies 
(Chapter 2.2),26 the main advantages (Chapter 2.1.1) and challenges (Chapter 
2.1.2) in all MSI analyses are similar, especially when compared to the other 
chemical and molecular imaging alternatives (Table 1). 

2.1.1 ADVANTAGES 

The ability to measure spatially accurate distributions of molecules is 
essential for understanding many biologically relevant phenomena, such as 
the physiological impact of drugs or the regulatory mechanisms in cells.64 MSI 
allows such analysis because it can avoid sample homogenization to retain the 
spatial distribution of analytes, unlike traditional MS methods such as LC-MS. 
This enables the observation of metabolic changes in very small and specific 
areas in the sample, whereas the origins of these changes are lost after the 
sample homogenization process. Furthermore, the area specific metabolic 
changes observed by MSI could be completely undetected after sample 
homogenization. 

The true power of MSI is based on the high sensitivity and selectivity of 
mass spectrometers, which allow the imaging and identification of thousands 
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of unknown compounds.41 The high sensitivity of MS allows a high spatial 
resolution for imaging purposes. The higher the achievable spatial resolution 
is, the more sample structures MSI can spatially resolve from each other, 
which ultimately leads from whole-body imaging65 to imaging at the 
subcellular level.66 The highest spatial resolution in MSI can be currently 
achieved with SIMS method, which offers lateral and axial resolutions in the 
range of tens of nanometers and few nanometers, respectively.67 However, 
most MSI methods offer imaging only at a micrometer scale (Chapter 2.2, 
Table 2). 

The high selectivity of MS is based on the measurement of mass-to-charge 
ratios (m/z) that vary widely between compounds.13 Such an ability makes 
MSI an untargeted and label-free imaging methodology and allows MSI to 
simultaneously map and track a wide range of unknown analytes in the sample 
areas. The specificity of MS to mass-to-charge ratios can also be utilized by 
giving a stable isotopically labeled compound as a substrate to animals or cells 
in order to study metabolism and biochemical pathways68,69 or by adding 
isotopically labeled standards to the samples after their preparation for 
quantitation purposes (Chapter 2.1.2),70,71 for example. 

The described advantages of MSI become clearer when compared to the 
other chemical and molecular imaging methodologies that are often targeted 
to the measurement of only a few pre-known compounds (Table 1). For 
example, positron emission tomography (PET),72 autoradiography (ARG),73 
and immunohistochemistry (IHC)74 can only map a few radiotracers, 
radioisotopes, or antibody-labeled molecules at a time, respectively. The 
specificity of a method for the label that is used means that the methods like 
ARG cannot distinguish the initially labeled compound from any metabolite or 
other derivative that might retain the label after introducing it to a biological 
system. However, this is not the case with MSI, as it is untargeted and does not 
require labeling. On the other hand, coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy 
(CARS) is an emerging label- and tracer-free imaging method that can also 
achieve sub-μm spatial resolution and is suitable for in vivo analyses, like 
MSI.75 However, the signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) of CARS for many 
biomolecules are currently low and the imaging of many compound classes, 
such as proteins, is still limited by the restricted spectral bandwidth and the 
inability of CARS to separate the overlapping analyte signals from each 
other.76 As such, MSI currently offers a better alternative for imaging of a 
wider range of analytes with its high spatial resolution, sensitivity, and 
selectivity. 
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Table 1. Comparison of common chemical and molecular imaging methodologies. 

M et hod ol ogy  Meas ures  Adv a n ta ges  D i sa dv a n ta ges  

Mass spectrometry 
imaging (MSI) 

Mass-to-charge 
ratios of ions 

Untargeted, label-free, high 
spatial resolution (nm), high 
sensitivity and selectivity 

Invasive, semi-quantitative, 
ion suppression, complex 
data 

Autoradiography 
(ARD) 

Radiation of a 
label molecule 

High spatial resolution (μm), 
quantitative 

Invasive, targeted, 
selectivity 

Immunohistochemistry 
(IHC) 

Color of antigen-
antibody 
interaction 

Non-destructive, fast analysis, 
inexpensive, easy data 
interpretation 

Invasive, targeted, varying 
sensitivity and specificity 

Coherent anti-Stokes 
Raman spectroscopy 
(CARS) 

Raman scattering 

Non-destructive, untargeted, 
label-free, high sensitivity, high 
spatial resolution (nm), fast 
analysis, feasible quantification 

Difficult quantitative 
analysis, specificity, 
complex data, non-resonant 
background 

Positron emission 
tomography (PET) 

Radiation of a 
tracer molecule 

Non-invasive scanning, non-
destructive, good spatial 
resolution (mm), high sensitivity 
for the used radiotracer, whole-
body analysis 

Radioactivity, targeted, 
expensive, limited 
measurement window 

 

2.1.2 CHALLENGES 

All MSI methods are based on MS and are therefore prone to similar 
challenges, such as low ionization and ion transmission efficiencies. These 
challenges affect the achievable analyte signal levels (i.e., sensitivity) and could 
ultimately limit the usable spatial resolution in MSI analysis. For example, it 
has been estimated that only one out of every 103–105 analyte ions produced 
by an ESI source can be detected with the current MS instruments that are also 
used for MSI analyses.77 

In MS analysis, the intensity of an analyte signal correlates with the number 
of the measured ions, and therefore MSI could also be thought of as a 
quantitative imaging methodology. However, the co-ionized compounds can 
often suppress the number of analyte ions, which leads to different ionization 
efficiencies among analytes and a bias in the correlation of the measured 
analyte signal level and its concentration in the sample.78,79 Ion suppression is 
prevalent in the analysis of highly complex biological samples, in which it 
attenuates the signals of various metabolites, lipids, peptides, and proteins, 
and thus limits the number of species that can be detected simultaneously. 
Traditional MS methods, such as GC- or LC-MS, can reduce ion suppression 
by the optimized sample preparation protocols and the use of chromatography 
that separates the analytes from each other before their ionization.80 However, 
all analytes are co-sampled and -ionized in MSI measurements and the varying 
chemical environment of the sample causes a unique charge competition event 
with the compounds of each analyzed spot of a sample. The effect of chemical 
heterogeneity on ion suppression has been widely studied, especially with 
SIMS and MALDI methods.81,82 The ion suppression effect in MSI can be 
reduced with sample treatment (Chapter 2.1.3.2) by the removal of salts or 
other compounds such as lipids in peptide and protein imaging,83 and semi-
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quantitative imaging has been achieved with the addition of isotopically 
labeled internal standards that are deposited either beneath or on top of the 
sample.70,71 Different ambient MSI methods have also been studied with 
respect to their applicability to direct quantitative analyses, with varying 
results that are often limited by ion suppression.84–86 In addition to the ion 
suppression effect, analyte signals may also be enhanced in MSI due to the 
variations in the alkali metal concentrations within the sample.87 

The consecutive sampling, ionization, and detection of analytes may also 
cause challenges with co-ionized isobaric compounds. For instance, lipids are 
highly abundant in biological samples, and they have many isomeric 
configurations that are all detected with equal or almost equal m/z values. The 
distribution of a single isobaric compound can significantly differ from 
another and the inability to separate their signals results in distributions that 
represent the sum of many species, causing misleading MS images. Isobaric 
ions with nonidentical masses can be separated from each other with a high-
resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS),88 but the use of high mass resolution 
and resolving power cannot separate the identical signals of isomers. MSI 
methods have recently begun to overcome this issue by coupling HRMS with 
ion mobility spectroscopy (IMS) separation. IMS separation is based on the 
use of a buffer gas that interacts with the gas-phase ions depending on their 
size, mass, and shape, and it can separate the analytes on a timescale of 
milliseconds before entering a mass spectrometer.89 The development of IMS 
has progressed during the years and it has recently reached a commercial 
stage.90,91 As a result, many MSI methods are now utilizing IMS in biological 
studies to detect a larger number of isomeric lipids and peptides in tissues and 
cells.92–95 

In addition to the challenges caused by the co-ionized compounds, MSI 
also suffers from a few inherent disadvantages as compared to the other 
chemical and molecular imaging methodologies (Table 1). For example, MSI 
measurements are typically invasive ex vivo analyses, in the worst-case 
destructive, and may take several hours (or a day) to complete. By contrast, 
PET and CARS methods can carry out non-destructive analyses. PET imaging 
is also fast and minimally invasive, which allows its use in imaging of 
functional processes of the (living) human body, such as glucose uptake in 
tumors.96 Furthermore, MSI is best suited for the single measurements of 2-D 
compound distributions of small samples such as tissue sections (Chapter 
2.1.3.3). Although 3-D MSI is feasible by, e.g., merging the data sets of 
multiple 2-D measurements,60,97 the 3-D imaging capability of MSI has not yet 
reached the stage of 3-D PET, which can offer direct 3-D whole-body imaging 
with a single measurement.98 
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2.1.3 WORKFLOW 

The basic workflow (Figure 1) of MSI analysis can be described with the 
following steps: 

1) Sample preparation (optional, Chapter 2.1.3.1) 

2) Sample treatment (optional, Chapter 2.1.3.2) 

3) Imaging analysis (Chapter 2.1.3.3) 

4) Data processing and visualization (Chapter 2.1.3.4) 

 

 

Figure 1. Visualized MSI workflow for tissue analysis. (a) The samples should have a flat and 
smooth surface or otherwise sample preparation might be required to allow accurate linking 
of mass spectra to sample position coordinates. Cryosectioning is often used to transform 
biological samples into planar tissue sections, after which they are mounted onto glass or 
metal target plates. (b) Different MSI methods or aims of analysis might require washing, 
addition of a chemical matrix, dehydration, or other types of sample treatment steps. (c) The 
sample is imaged automatically by measuring one predefined sample coordinate at a time to 
acquire mass spectra from each position within the sample area (square). (d) The 
measurement data is processed to create a single mass spectrum for each of the measured 
sample positions, after which the distribution of each analyte ion (m/z value) can be visualized 
in the form of a heat map image that shows the relative abundance of the analyte in the 
measured sample area. 

2.1.3.1 Sample preparation 

MSI is dependent on a planar sample geometry to enable accurate 
correlation of acquired mass spectra to the sample position coordinates 
(Chapter 2.1.3.3, Figure 1c). Small samples such as cells or flat surfaces are 
thus geometrically suitable for direct MSI, but most samples are complex in 
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shape and must be transformed into a planar form (Figure 1a). Extra care 
should be taken in sample preparation before the MSI analysis as the lateral 
resolution of most MSI methods (Table 2) is at a micrometer scale and thus 
even the smallest of sample degradation instances, such as changes in the 
sample morphology, metabolism, or analyte locations, can be detected. 

The most commonly used sample preparation method for variously shaped 
biological samples, such as fresh organs and biopsy specimen, is 
cryosectioning with a cryostat microtome.99 This method can transform 
samples into thin slices with a constant thickness and a smooth surface. Before 
the cryosectioning process, the fresh samples are flash-frozen to cryogenic 
temperatures with the use of extremely cold liquids such as liquid nitrogen or 
isopentane,100 which preserves the sample morphology and reduces the rate of 
ongoing metabolism such as protein degradation through enzymatic 
proteolysis.99 The frozen samples are often embedded with a medium, such as 
gelatin,101 ice,102 or carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC),103 to provide structural 
support and prevent the samples from tearing during the cryosectioning 
process. The embedding medium should be carefully chosen depending on the 
sample because it can affect the magnitude of analyte delocalization and 
distortion of MS images.104 Furthermore, the commonly used embedding 
medium called optimal cutting temperature (OCT) should also be avoided, as 
its polyethylene glycol (PEG) polymers could cause extensive ion suppression 
(Chapter 2.1.2) if they diffused into the tissue or were smeared across the 
sample surface by the sectioning blade during the cut.99 The sectioning blade-
induced smearing can also be a problem in the case of completely embedded 
samples, regardless of the medium used, and thus the samples are often partly 
embedded, just to provide support for mounting. In contrast to embedding 
fresh samples, old formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues have also 
been successfully imaged with MALDI by using specific workflows.105,106 

Cryosectioning is typically carried out at a tissue-specific temperature 
between –5 and –25 °C to avoid sample degradation before MS analysis.107 
The thickness of the cut sections can affect the imaging quality and different 
MSI methods can tolerate a larger variation in the thickness and surface 
roughness of the samples. For example, MALDI tissue imaging typically 
employs sections of 5–20 μm in thickness, and the selected thickness is a 
compromise between multiple factors such as the quality of imaging data, the 
ease of preparation, and the quality of post-analysis histological staining.108,109 
Different ambient MS methods can image rougher sample surfaces such as 
plant leaves without cryosectioning,62,110–112 or they can benefit from thicker 
tissue sections due to the increased number of sampled molecules for post-
ionization, which results in increased analyte signal levels.III However, the 
sample thickness also affects the axial resolution of imaging and the number 
of samples that can be prepared for the analysis. 

The cut or already planar samples are placed onto target plates of choice. 
Ambient MS methods such as DESI, LAESI and LAAPPI can use traditional 
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microscope glass slides,37,38,113,114 whereas MALDI requires an electrically 
conductive surface such as indium tin oxide (ITO) -coated glass or a metal 
target plate.115 The sample mounting process must be carefully performed to 
avoid any tears, scratches, or other deformities such as folded sections, which 
can distort the MS images. The two main methods for mounting the samples 
onto the target plates are thaw-mounting and tape transfer. Thaw-mounting 
is the standard method used for mounting small samples, such as tissue 
sections of organs, within the cryostat by warming the reverse side of the target 
plate with a relatively hot surface such as a fingertip.115 However, thaw-
mounting of fragile samples such as water-rich plant tissue is difficult116 and 
the mounting process is not perfectly repeatable, which increases inter- and 
intra-sample variation.117,118 Tape transfer has been used with less sticky large 
and hard tissues such as whole-body tissue sections, plant tissue, or animal 
bone.103,116,119 The tape is attached to the sample surface before cutting and it 
supports the sample during sectioning. The use of any fixatives for sample 
mounting could cause similar challenges in MS analysis as the wrong 
embedding medium. For example, coating glass slides with poly-L-lysine 
should be avoided in the analysis of small molecules because it increases the 
chemical background in the lower m/z range. 

2.1.3.2 Sample treatment 

MSI methods can either require or benefit from a separate sample 
treatment step (Figure 1b), or they can avoid it completely. All treatments 
affect the native (metabolic) state of the sample and cause challenges 
regarding repeatability due to inter-sample variations. In addition, the use of 
liquids may cause delocalization of analytes in the solid samples, and the 
addition of chemicals may complicate the MSI data and analyte identification. 
Ambient MS methods can avoid the issues of sample treatment because they 
only require minimal sample preparation (Chapters 2.1.3.1 and 2.2).23 

The requirement for a sample treatment step results from the inherent 
properties of the used MSI method. For instance, MALDI is a matrix-assisted 
method and thus requires a chemical matrix that is deposited on the sample 
surface before its analysis. Another example of a mandatory treatment step is 
dehydration of samples that are imaged with MSI methods operating in a high 
vacuum. Tissue dehydration is often carried out in a desiccator120,121 or a 
freeze-dryer,122,123 under nitrogen flow,124,125 or by using combinations of 
these methods with solvents such EtOH.117 Without dehydration, the 
measured samples will shrink and the biological processes such as proteolysis 
will continue during imaging, which both lead to sample degradation and poor 
MS data. Mandatory dehydration may also cause challenges with delicate 
water-rich samples such as plant leaves due to their shrinkage that causes 
sample deformation and distorted MS images.116 
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MSI analysis can also benefit from different chemical treatments such as 
washing or rinsing the samples with different solvents.99 These methods can 
prolong the lifetime of tissue sections for MSI analysis because the samples are 
more stable after treatment. The achieved benefits can also result from the 
removal of salts or specific surface layers, such as wax,126 which may otherwise 
complicate or prohibit the analysis. EtOH at different percentages is 
commonly used to remove biological salts and lipids for protein analysis, while 
fixing the proteins by precipitating them in situ. The use of a tissue washing 
protocol has been shown to increase the ion yields of proteins by a factor of 3–
10 fold in MALDI analysis.109 The use of EtOH washing has also resulted in 
increased signal levels of certain lipids such as gangliosides in brain tissue.127 
The naturally high concentration of biological salts may also cause substantial 
unwanted adduct formation, which can complicate the interpretation of mass 
spectra due to the generation of mass peaks for both adduct and 
protonated/deprotonated species. Extensive adduct formation can also lead to 
formation of a higher number of isobaric ions and thus to MS images showing 
overlapping spatial distributions, especially with lipids (Chapter 2.1.2).128 On 
the other hand, the ionization of certain analytes such as triacylglycerol (TG) 
and galactosylceramide (GalCer) lipid species have also been improved in, e.g., 
MALDI with deliberate adduct formation, which have been successfully 
carried out with the addition of salts such as potassium129 or lithium130 to the 
sample, respectively. Intentional adduct formation can also simplify the mass 
spectra as now all lipids can be detected as similar adduct ions instead of 
multiple ion species. 

2.1.3.3 Analysis 

Imaging analysis of suitable planar samples should take place soon after 
their preparation and all prepared samples should be preferably analyzed 
consecutively to minimize the effects of sample degeneration and other inter-
measurement variations on the imaging results (Figure 1c). Frozen samples 
(Chapter 2.1.3.1) of whole tissues have been stored for a year without observed 
changes in MALDI analysis,99 and mouse brain tissue sections stored for seven 
months did not show significant degradation of lipids with DESI analysis.131 
However, mouse brain tissue sections that were stored at room temperature 
for 24 hours already showed signs of degeneration in the form of detected fatty 
acid dimers caused by ongoing reactions in the sample.131 MSI of frozen 
samples with methods such as SIMS, LAESI, and LAAPPI can thus be 
advantageous in measurements that extend over long time periods. 

The overall duration of MSI analysis depends on factors such as sample 
size, lateral resolution, number of emitted laser pulses, agility of translation 
stages, and step size distance (i.e., pixel-to-pixel distance).132 Different MSI 
methods carry out the imaging measurements by using either continuous 
raster mode or discontinuous step-mode with different movement patterns.133 
In discontinuous step-mode MSI, a single sample position is measured before 
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stepping to the next position (Figure 2b, Chapter 2.2.1), while an optional wait 
(i.e., dwell time) can be used between steps to minimize possible carry-over 
signals. In continuous raster sampling mode, the sample is continuously 
moved and measured to acquire each row of the image at a time, and the 
movement speed is matched with the data acquisition rate of mass spectra. 
MSI with the continuous raster sampling mode can typically carry out faster 
analysis than with the step-mode, but part of the spectral information may be 
lost at high scan speeds.134 

The pre-selected imaging parameters define the lateral resolution of the 
MSI measurement, which typically depend on the employed pixel-to-pixel 
distance or the surface area of the sampling spot (Figure 2), especially in the 
step-mode measurements. The term lateral resolution is, however, often 
mixed and interchangeably used with the term spatial resolution, which also 
includes the surface penetration depth of sampling (i.e., axial resolution). 
Better MSI lateral resolution can be achieved with the analysis of smaller and 
smaller spots of a sample (Figure 2c), which in turn decreases the number of 
sampled analytes and increases the total number of measured sample 
positions and the duration of the analysis, leading to more difficult 
measurements. 

2.1.3.4 Data processing and visualization  

Visualization of compound distributions requires processing of the raw MS 
data to a set of position-correlated mass spectra that cover the measured 
sample area (Figure 1d). In addition, the data processing workflow may 
include steps such as mass spectral recalibration, baseline correction, and 
normalization.135 The different data processing steps may or may not be 
necessary depending on the factors such as the MS instrument, experimental 
conditions, and the chosen statistical analysis methods.41 However, 
normalization is typically expected as it addresses experimental variance and 
improves the comparability of the data of MSI measurements.136 The use of 
normalization can remove systematic and random artifacts, which could be 
caused by ion source contamination attenuating the total ion current (TIC) or 
by the local chemical inhomogeneities in a sample, respectively.137,138 By 
contrast, the lack of normalization could produce incorrect MS images and 
statistical analysis results, which ultimately leads to wrong conclusions of 
biological relevance.41 One of the most common methods is normalization to 
the TIC, while other methods such as normalization to a median139 or to the 
signals of internal standards140 or other homogenously distributed species, 
such as a MALDI matrix ion,141 are also often used. The normalization method 
should always be selected based on the data properties and associated 
limitations considered. For example, the inherent properties of TIC 
normalization limits its use to samples that produce a comparable number of 
signals across the imaged area and which thus have a similar chemical 
composition.137,138 As many biological samples may consist of various cell 
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types and tissues, TIC normalization can be prone to bias, especially in whole-
body imaging or in comparisons of different sample types.137,138 

In addition to data normalization, another major concern in most MSI data 
sets is the slight shifting of m/z values from one pixel to another (i.e., mass 
misalignment). The extent of mass shift is affected by the several experimental 
factors such as the nature of the sample and the mass analyzer. It is typically 
more severe with time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometers that suffer from 
variations in temperature, high voltage, and sample topography, as compared 
to the Fourier transform (FT) instruments suffering from the space-charge 
effect in the ion trap instead.142–144 Mass shift can cause misidentification of 
the mass peaks, mixing of peaks of different compounds, and overlapping MS 
images of isobaric compounds in the case of continuously increasing or 
decreasing analyte m/z values during long-term measurements, for 
example.142,145 Various alignment and recalibration approaches have been 
used for minimizing mass shift, including the use of internal146 and external147 
mass calibration methods, chemical noise for alignment,148 and different 
alignment algorithms.143,149 

Proper data (pre-) processing is also a basis for subsequent statistical 
analysis that is often carried out to find biomarkers that separate the sample 
regions or groups from one another.150 Manual data analysis is not typically 
feasible due to the vastness of MSI data sets, and different supervised and 
unsupervised machine learning (ML) methods are often used depending on 
whether prior knowledge (m/z, region of interest, etc.) is available or not, 
respectively.151 Supervised learning methods such as orthogonal projections 
to latent structures discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA)152,153 and unsupervised 
learning methods such as principal component analysis (PCA)154,155 and k-
means clustering156–158 have been thus widely used to identify hidden patterns 
and metabolic differences between sample regions,159 such as the regions of 
normal and disease tissue.150 

Mass peaks of interest must also be identified with some certainty, which 
can be classified to five levels (1–5) in MS analysis.160 Identification at level 1 
is ideal and confirms the analyte structure by matching the MS, MS/MS, and 
retention time data of the analyte to those of a reference compound, whereas 
at level 5 only the exact mass of the analyte is known and there is no 
unequivocal information about the structure or formula of the analyte, as 
could be the case in non-targeted MSI without chromatographic separation 
and MS/MS. In MSI, the MS data such as the exact masses are often used to 
search different online databases, such as the Human Metabolome Database 
(HMDB),161 LIPID MAPS,162 and METLIN,163 and the level of identification 
used depends on the aim of the research. For example, the method 
development studies may report only tentative identifications for the analytes 
of interest as compared to the biologically significant studies that should 
identify the analytes with a higher certainty. 
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The processed and analyzed MSI data can also be combined with the data 
of other imaging modalities to obtain complementary biological information. 
The most traditionally combined method with MSI has been IHC staining with 
hematoxylin/eosin.164,165 Together these two methods give a more complete 
look at the tissue microenvironment by allowing correlation of histological 
features with proteins, lipids, metabolites, or drugs. Recently, many studies 
have also combined MSI data with methods such as magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI),166–169 CARS,170 confocal Raman microscopy (CRM),171,172 
fluorescence microscopy,173,174 and X-ray fluorescence microscopy 
(XFM).175,176 

2.2 INFRARED LASER ABLATION AMBIENT MASS 
SPECTROMETRY 

Infrared laser ablation (IRLA) ambient mass spectrometry (IRLA-MS) 
methods can carry out measurements of solid biological samples at 
atmospheric pressure with minimal sample preparation (Chapter 2.1.3.1) and 
without treatment (Chapter 2.1.3.2). This has allowed the use of IRLA-MS in 
various applications such as in vivo studies,177 MSI,178 and single cell 
analysis.179 The most used IRLA-MS methods today are LAESI (Chapter 
2.2.2), IR-MALDESI (Chapter 2.2.2), and LAAPPI (Chapter 2.2.3), which are 
all based on IRLA sampling (Chapter 2.2.1) that is coupled with different 
instrumentation and post-ionization methods. These IRLA-MS systems are 
capable of consecutively sampling, ionizing, and transporting the analytes 
from atmospheric pressure to the vacuum inside a mass spectrometer, and 
they are typically highly experimental and modifiable in nature, as further 
depicted in Chapters 2.2.2. and 2.2.3. 

IRLA-MS methods are best suited for the analysis of small molecules at the 
mass range of m/z 50–1500 and they can cover the analysis of small nonpolar, 
neutral polar, and charged polar molecules depending on the used ionization 
method (Table 2). IRLA-MS methods with electrospray (ES) post-ionization 
(IRLA-ESI-MS) can be used to analyze a wide-range of medium polar, polar, 
and ionic compounds, whereas IRLA-MS with APPI post-ionization (LAAPPI) 
can be used to analyze both nonpolar and polar analytes.37 IRLA-ESI-MS 
methods have also successfully been used  to measure larger biomolecules, 
such as mouse lung180 and fish tissue proteins,181 but thus far the 
measurements of larger biomolecules have suffered from lower sensitivity 
than for small molecules, as the transport of gas-phase ions from atmospheric 
pressure to the vacuum inside a mass spectrometer becomes more difficult 
when the mass of the molecule increases. 

IRLA-MS methods are also inherently suitable for MSI and they can 
currently achieve a lateral resolution of approximately 20–50 μm (Table 
2).30,39,II This resolution allows the use of IRLA-MS for imaging studies that 
can spatially resolve many detailed histological features39,178,III and is on the 
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verge of enabling imaging at the single cell level.30,179,182,IV Recent studies have 
also demonstrated and developed LAESI,177,183 IR-MALDESI,28,47 and 
LAAPPIIV for depth profiling analysis and 3-D MSI. In addition to using IRLA-
MS methods for imaging purposes, MS data can also be acquired from 
individual sample positions to study the diversity and heterogeneity of single 
cells, for example.30,184 

Table 2. Comparison of common mass spectrometry imaging methods for the analysis of 
biological samples. (ST = sample treatment, FR = fragmentation, LR = lateral resolution, MR 
= mass range) 

Method Ion source  S T FR  LR (μm)  MR (Da)  Analytes  

UV-MALDI UV laser + matrix yes minimal 0.6–20 50–100000+ mainly polar to 
semi-polar 

IR-MALDI IR laser + matrix yes minimal 100–200 50–2000 mainly polar to 
semi-polar 

SIMS ion beam yes extensive 0.01–0.05 50–2000 mainly polar to 
semi-polar 

(nano-)DESI charged spray no minimal 10–200 50–10000 mainly polar to 
semi-polar 

IRLA-ESI-MS IR laser + ESI no minimal 20–400 50–10000 mainly polar to 
semi-polar 

LAAPPI IR laser + APPI no slight 20–400 50–2000 polar to 
nonpolar 

 

The benefits and challenges of IRLA-MS methods become clearer when 
compared to the other MSI methods (Table 2). Another ambient MS method 
DESI, or especially its variant nanospray DESI185 (i.e., nano-DESI), has also 
achieved a similar lateral resolution and can carry out faster MSI as IRLA-MS 
methods by utilizing a continuous and charged solvent spray for the 
desorption/ionization step.84,186 However, the continuous sampling 
complicates the analysis of spatially accurate sample positions (cf. spot-by-
spot laser sampling, Chapter 2.2.1), and it has been shown to cause low 
repeatability, loss of spectral features, and excess adduct ion formation.134,187 
On the other hand, a vacuum-based method, SIMS, currently offers the highest 
spatial resolution for imaging purposes and it operates over a similar mass 
range as IRLA-MS methods.67  Although the narrow ion beams used with SIMS 
allow sampling of sub-micron spot sizes, they also cause extensive 
fragmentation of biomolecules, which limits the analyzable mass range and 
complicates identification. SIMS can partly overcome this issue with the use 
of gas cluster ion beams (GCIB), but the GCIB beams cannot currently achieve 
good ion yields or a sub-micron spatial resolution that is the strong suit of 
traditional SIMS imaging.188 Another vacuum-based MSI method, UV laser 
variant of MALDI (i.e., UV-MALDI), can currently offer a better lateral 
resolution, MSI rate of tens of pixels per second,132,189 and analysis of a wider 
range of peptides and proteins than IRLA-MS methods operating at 
atmospheric pressure.51,109,109,190 However, UV-MALDI suffers from low ion 
yields for many analytes and the mandatory sample treatment causes various 
challenges with MSI, such as delocalization of analytes and other inter-sample 
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variations, as described in more detail in Chapter 2.1.3.2, whereas IRLA-MS 
methods can measure samples in their native states and thus offer a great 
selection of tools for in vivo studies, for example. The IR laser variant of 
MALDI (i.e., IR-MALDI) can also measure samples at atmospheric pressure, 
like IRLA-MS, and thus avoid dehydration of samples. However, IR-MALDI 
also suffers from low ion yields, it is still dependent on sample treatment, and 
the sampling with IR lasers at atmospheric pressure results in similar analysis 
capability (e.g., mass range, lateral resolution) as in the analysis of untreated 
samples with IRLA-MS methods.191–194 Recently, novel UV-63 and IR-
MALDI192 variants were developed by utilizing a second UV laser for laser-
induced post-ionization (i.e., MALDI-2). MALDI-2 can increase ion yields for 
the detection of a larger number of analytes,63,192 while allowing a decrease in 
lateral resolution of UV-MALDI to 0.6 μm.63 

2.2.1 INFRARED LASER ABLATION SAMPLING 

Like lasers of all wavelengths, an IR laser can be used for reproducible and 
spatially accurate sampling of microscopic spots (Figure 2), which makes it an 
efficient tool for MS imaging purposes. Different IRLA-MS methods 
commonly utilize nanosecond pulsed neodymium- (Nd3+) or erbium-doped 
(Er3+) yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG or Er:YAG) lasers with optical 
parametric oscillators (OPOs).37–39 These OPO IR lasers can emit photons with 
a wavelength such as 2.94 μm which can be absorbed by the O–H stretching 
vibration of a water molecule, allowing efficient IRLA of water-rich samples 
such as tissues and cells.195 The IRLA sampling process results in explosive 
evaporation of the irradiated sample area, which ejects a stream of vaporized 
material (i.e., ablation plume) consisting of mainly neutral sample clusters and 
single molecules into the direction perpendicular to the sample surface.195,196 
As such, the IRLA sampling process does not produce ions with a high enough 
efficiency to allow direct MS analyses and a separate post-ionization method, 
such as ESI or APPI, is required to increase the yields of gas-phase ions.38 The 
selection of an ionization method can also target the IRLA-MS analysis to 
certain compounds or compound classes,III which is the opposite of MALDI 
analysis, in which different chemical matrices are deposited onto the samples 
for similar purposes.197–199 

The high laser fluence (J/cm2)177,II of IRLA makes it a more destructive 
sampling method (Figure 2) capable of ejecting molecules from the deeper 
parts of the sample than the UV-LDI-based methods which are more confined 
to the sample surface.177,200 IRLA sampling or its penetration depth can be 
optimized by adjusting different IR laser parameters such as the number of 
emitted pulses and the energy of a single pulse47 or the temperature of the 
sample (Figure 2 and Chapter 5.2).II This has allowed the use of IRLA 
sampling for depth profiling analyses, which provide mass spectral 
information regarding the sample composition at different depths and enables 
3-D IRLA-MSI measurements as demonstrated with LAESI,177,183 IR-
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MALDESI,28,47 and LAAPPI.IV However, other imaging methodologies cannot 
be used after IRLA-MS analysis due to its destructive nature (Figure 2). In 
addition, the commonly utilized benchtop OPO IR laser systems can only emit 
pulses with a frequency of tens of Hz, making the IRLA sampling process 
slower than that in the LDI-based sampling methods utilizing UV lasers with 
kHz repetition rates.132,189,201 OPO IR lasers are also notorious for having poor 
quality beams with beam quality parameters (M2) > 2, which are challenging 
to focus to as small spots as the UV lasers or more expensive picosecond IR 
lasers with optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs), which both have M2 values 
closer to 1 and thus more Gaussian-shaped beam intensity profiles (TEM00 
mode).202 Due to the challenges in the focusing of OPO IR laser beams, IRLA 
sampling was limited to spot sizes of 200–400 μm38,46,110,203,204 until four types 
of OPO IR laser focusing methods39,182,205,II were recently developed to 
decrease the IR laser spot size to the range of a few tens of μm (Table 2) and 
allow spatially more accurate analyses and applications (Chapters 2.2.2 and 
2.2.3). 

 

Figure 2. (a) A microscope image of ablated holes in an uncooled rodent brain tissue section 
with burned edges. Decreasing the sampling spot size increases the number of measured 
positions and thus the duration of MSI analysis.  (b) A microscope image of a grid of holes in 
a frozen rodent brain tissue section after MSI analysis. The step size between the sampling 
positions, rather than the sampling spot diameter, determines the lateral resolution in this 
MSI analysis. (c) The effect of IRLA sampling spot size on the imaging quality presented with 
two MS images showing the distribution of the same m/z in two halves of a rodent brain with 
lateral resolutions of 70 and 200 μm. 

2.2.2 LASER ABLATION ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION 

2.2.2.1 Methods 

The first LAESI source was presented in 2007 by the workgroup of Vertes 
at George Washington University.38 This source was the first published IRLA-
ESI-MS system capable of acquiring mass spectra from spatially accurate spots 
of untreated biological samples, while preserving the original location 
information of the analytes and allowing applications such as MSI. Since then, 
LAESI has been widely used for different purposes such as the analysis and 
imaging of pharmaceuticals,206,207 cell populations,205,208,209 bacterial 
colonies,204,210 and plant177,203,211,212 and animal tissues,46,180,181,213 and it has 
also been shown to be capable of 3-D imaging177,183 and coupling with 
IMS.179,212,214 The early LAESI MSI studies were limited by a lateral resolution 
of 200–400 μm,38,46,177 and thus LAESI was later coupled with an optical fiber 
(i.e., f-LAESI) that was able to guide the IR laser beam to a spot with a 
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diameter of a few tens of μm from similar fiber tip-sample distances.205 The f-
LAESI system has been mainly applied for studies of different plant 
cells,184,205,215,216 and only once for imaging purposes.30 More recently, LAESI 
was also coupled with a microscope objective to allow the targeted MS analysis 
of single cells as well as MSI with a lateral resolution of 40 μm.182 Today LAESI 
remains the only IRLA-MS method that has been commercialized (DP-1000 
System by Protea Biosciences Group). 

Various other IRLA-ESI-MS methods have been developed since LAESI, 
including IR-MALDESI, picosecond infrared LAESI (PIR-LAESI),202 and 
heat-assisted LAESI (HA-LAESI).217 Such methods are fundamentally 
equivalent to LAESI, but with minor changes in the components, sampling 
geometry, and measurement conditions. For example, PIR-LAESI 
differentiates from LAESI by using a picosecond OPA IR laser for IRLA 
sampling (Chapter 2.2.1),202 IR-MALDESI deliberately uses an exogenous ice 
matrix to enhance the IRLA sampling process,114,218 and HA-LAESI 
incorporates a heated nebulizer (Chapter 2.2.3) with the ESI source to enhance 
the ionization efficiency of nonpolar analytes.217 Currently, IR-MALDESI is 
the most commonly used of these methods, and like LAESI, it has been used 
in numerous studies such as in the analyses and imaging of whole-body 
sections,219 plant220 and animal tissue,33,39,114,178,218 cells,221 and 
pharmaceuticals,28 while also shown capable of 3-D imaging28,47 and coupling 
with IMS.94 

2.2.2.2 Operation and ionization principles 

The main components of the IRLA-ESI-MS systems include translation 
stages for moving the sample with accurate coordinates, a pulsed IR laser for 
spatially accurate IRLA sampling (Chapter 2.2.1) of material at the selected 
sample position, an ES system for the post-ionization of the ablated material, 
and a mass spectrometer for the detection of the formed analyte ions.38 While 
the other components vary widely between different IRLA-ESI-MS systems, 
all of them are based on ESI, a soft MS ionization method operating at 
atmospheric pressure. ESI allows the formation of gas-phase ions from the 
ablated analytes in the gas-phase and efficient ionization of a wide-range of 
polar and medium–polar analytes (M) with minimal fragmentation.222,223 ESI 
can produce protonated ([M+H]+) and deprotonated ([M–H]–) molecules,224 
different alkali metal and halogen adduct ions such as [M+Na]+, [M+K]+, and 
[M+Cl]–,225–227 and multiply charged ions of large molecules, such as peptides, 
proteins and polymers.228,229 The formation of multiply charged ions allows 
the analysis of large >100 kDa molecules with mass analyzers that have an 
upper mass limit of a few thousand m/z. The capability of ESI for 
macromolecular analysis at atmospheric pressure has been largely 
inaccessible by other MS ionization methods such as APPI (Chapter 2.2.3). 
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Different IRLA-ESI-MS systems typically utilize tapered 50–100 μm ID 
stainless-steel ES emitter capillaries for producing microdroplets with an 
excess charge at their surface (Figure 3).38,203,218 The microdroplets are formed 
solely with the use of a high voltage that generates an electric field between the 
tip of the ES emitter and the inlet of a mass spectrometer, which leads to 
charge accumulation in the pumped solvent at the tip of the emitter 
capillary.230 To obtain high sensitivity in IRLA-ESI-MS, the ES emitter is 
positioned at an optimal distance from the MS inlet and the ablation plume 
that consists of the sampled, mainly neutral analytes in the gas-phase (Chapter 
2.2.1).114,183 The ES emitter position affects the set high voltage that must be 
precisely applied to produce a stable Taylor cone at the tip of the ES emitter 
capillary, from which the charged microdroplets burst away via coulomb 
repulsion.231 Although ESI can produce gas-phase ions with various types of 
spray modes such as cone-jet, multi-jet, and micro-dripping created at 
different voltage differences,232–234 the formation of a cone-jet spray mode is 
particularly important in IRLA-ESI-MS for achieving high sensitivity.183 Thus, 
the formation of a cone-jet mode is often observed via a microscope camera 
and an onset voltage ( ) for successful ESI operation, with the ES emitter–
MS inlet distance ( ) approximated with Equation 4 derived from Equations 
1235,236 and 2237 with  and 238 substituted as 
follows: 

,                   (Eq. 1) 

,                    (Eq. 2) 

,                   (Eq. 3) 

,                   (Eq. 4) 

where  is the electric field at the capillary tip,  is the applied potential,  
is the approximated onset electric field,  is the vacuum permittivity,  is the 
half-angle for the Taylor cone,  is the outer radius of the emitter capillary,  
is the approximated onset voltage,  is the distance between the emitter and 
the MS inlet, and  is the surface tension of the solvent. 
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Figure 3. The formation of single gas-phase ions in IRLA-ESI-MS through the charge 
separation process in the positive ion mode. The established electric field between the ES 
emitter and the MS inlet causes an enrichment of positive electrolyte ions in the meniscus of 
a Taylor cone at the ES emitter tip, leading to the emission of positively charged microdroplets. 
The ablated neutral analytes are absorbed into the droplets, while solvent evaporation reduces 
the droplet volume and increases the charge density, which leads to the fission of the 
microdroplets via coulomb explosion. Electrochemical oxidation occurs at the positive 
electrode (ES emitter) and reduction at the negative electrode (MS inlet). The polarity of the 
generated gas-phase ions is determined by the polarity of the initial voltage difference between 
the ES emitter and the MS inlet.

In IRLA-ESI-MS, the analyte-free and charged ES encounter the ablated 
analytes in the gas-phase, which leads to absorption of the analytes into the 
droplets and ESI-like ionization (Figure 3). The analyte droplet solvent begins
to evaporate in the open-air environment, which increases the charge density 
of the droplet until it reaches a certain threshold called a Rayleigh instability 
limit. At this limit, droplet fission can occur via coulomb explosion, which 
produces even smaller microdroplets. The microdroplet fission process 
repeats itself, forming smaller and smaller droplets, which finally leads to very 
small and highly charged microdroplets. Single gas-phase ions are produced
from these droplets by different mechanisms depending on the analyte.230 The 
small, low molecular weight analytes are expected to follow the ion 
evaporation model (IEM) presented by Iribarne and Thomson,239,240 whereas 
the large molecular weight and globular species, such as proteins, are likely to 
follow the charge residue model (CRM) presented by Dole.241,242 The CRM 
model proposes that the microdroplet fission continues until extremely small 
droplets with an excess charge are left, containing only one analyte molecule 
and a few solvent molecules. After the evaporation of the last solvent 
molecules, a gas-phase analyte ion is formed with the charge that originates 
from the surface of the vanished droplet. On the other hand, the IEM model
proposes that after the radius of the microdroplet has decreased to a given size, 
an individual ion can be directly emitted from the droplet due to the high 
electric field strength at the droplet surface. Adduct ions are typically formed 
before the charge separation process in traditional ESI-MS,243 and they are not 
typically excessively present in the IRLA-ESI-MS mass spectra of biological 
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samples although they contain high amount of endogenous salt ions.244 In 
addition to ionization through the charge separation process, neutral analytes 
can also be ionized through gas-phase interactions, such as a proton-transfer 
reaction, with the gas-phase solvent ions.243 

The presented ESI device (Figure 3) is typically used in IRLA-ESI-MS with 
0.2–2 μL/min flow rates46,114,202,209,245 and is often called pure ESI to 
differentiate it from the pneumatically assisted emitters (i.e., ion spray)246 that 
are widely used in high-flow-rate (mL/min) applications such as LC-MS. This 
ESI device can also be considered to be an electrochemical cell that consists of 
an electrode (ES emitter), a planar counter electrode (MS inlet), and a pumped 
electrolyte (ES solution),247 and it can thus ionize analytes also through 
electrochemical oxidation or reduction.243 As such, the operation of ES post-
ionization depends on an electrically conductive solvent or solution such as 
water, MeOH, or ACN, or their mixtures. The selected solvent affects the 
achieved sensitivity and the stability of the ES via different physicochemical 
properties such as surface tension, volatility, and ability to dissolve ions (i.e., 
charging efficiency).247–249 Furthermore, an acid or a base is often added to the 
ES solvent to act as a proton donor or acceptor and thus to increase the 
formation of protonated or deprotonated molecules.250 In IRLA-ESI-MS 
studies, different mixtures of MeOH and MQ are often spiked with 0.1 % 
formic or acetic acid in the positive ion mode,203,206,212,213 whereas larger 
MeOH content with or without chloroform or ammonium hydroxide are used 
in the negative ion mode measurements.33,182,208,219,III 

2.2.3 LASER ABLATION ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
PHOTOIONIZATION 

The first LAAPPI source was presented in 2012 and it was developed in 
collaboration with the research groups of Kostiainen at the University of 
Helsinki and Vertes at George Washington University.37 This LAAPPI system 
was located at George Washington University where it was used in the studies 
of plant37,110 and animal tissue.37 Early LAAPPI MSI suffered from a similar 
lateral resolution of 200–400 μm as the early IRLA-ESI-MS systems.110 More 
recently, a second-generation LAAPPI system was built by the author at the 
University of Helsinki. This system utilizes a novel OPO IR laser focusing 
methodII for achieving a minimum spot size of 20 μm and it has been applied 
for MSI of animalIII and plantI,IV tissue and shown capable of depth profiling 
analysis.IV 

The main components and operation principle of a LAAPPI system are 
similar to LAESI (Chapter 2.2.2.1), but the post-ionization step is based on 
atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI), which is a soft ionization 
method suitable for a wide-range of molecules regardless of their polarity (cf. 
ESI).21 In addition to MSI-related components, the LAAPPI source consists of 
a heated pneumatic nebulizer and a vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light source 
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emitting 10-eV photons (Figure 4). The first LAAPPI studies utilized in-house 
fabricated microchips251–253 as APPI nebulizers,37,110,I,II which were later 
replaced with a DESI-like254 pneumatic sprayer,III,IV making LAAPPI more 
accessible to other research groups. The APPI nebulizers vaporize the spray 
solvent that is typically pumped with a flow rate of 0.5−10 μL/min.37,110,II−IV

The hot solvent vapor (200–400 °C) meets the ablated neutral analytes in the 
gas-phase, above the sample, while the emitted VUV photons can initiate the 
ionization. As the APPI ionization process occurs solely in the gas phase, it is 
typically less susceptible to ion suppression than ESI,255 especially in
measurements of analytes from biological matrices.256

Figure 4. The formation of single gas-phase ions with the LAAPPI source in positive ion 
mode. The heated pneumatic nebulizer vaporizes the pumped spray solvent, after which the 
solvent molecules can be ionized with the 10-eV photons emitted by a VUV lamp. The resulting 
solvent ions can in turn ionize the ablated analytes through various charge exchange and 
proton transfer reactions.

APPI ionizes molecules either by a charge exchange or a proton transfer
reaction and it mainly produces molecular ions and protonated/deprotonated 
molecules although various other reaction pathways are also feasible.21 The 
ionization of analytes through charge exchange allows LAAPPI to be used for 
the analysis of less polar molecules than IRLA-ESI-MS, and different APPI-
based methods have been often applied for the analysis of a wide range of less 
polar compounds such as steroids256–258, ceramides259,260 and polyaromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs)261,262 that are challenging to ionize with ESI. In 
addition, APPI does not typically produce alkali metal adduct ions, which 
simplifies the LAAPPI mass spectra of biological samples. However, the level 
of fragmentation with APPI is slightly higher than with ESI due to the resulting 
analyte ions having a larger amount of excess internal energy.21 The 
fragmentation is often observed as a loss of water molecules, especially with 
steroids.258 Unlike ESI, APPI cannot produce multiply charged ions of large 
biomolecules, which limits the use of LAAPPI to the analysis of 50−2000 Da 
compounds.

The ionization mechanisms in LAAPPI are likely to follow similar reactions 
(Reactions 1−9) as in APPI. In theory, APPI can directly ionize a wide-range 
of analytes (M), as most organic compounds have ionization energies (IEs) of
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7–10 eV, which are smaller than the energy of the emitted photons (Reaction 
1). However, direct APPI of an analyte is a statistically unlikely event due to 
the low analyte–to–solvent ratio. The ionization efficiency of APPI is often 
enhanced with the use of solvents (S) that have IEs below 10 eV (i.e., dopants) 
and can thus be ionized by direct APPI.263 Commonly used APPI solvents 
include acetone (IE 9.7 eV), toluene (IE 8.8 eV), chlorobenzene (IE 9.1 eV), 
and anisole (IE 8.2 eV),264 which can act as a primary reagent and form 
molecular ions (Reaction 2). By contrast, commonly used IRLA-ESI-MS 
solvents and LC eluents, such as MeOH, ACN, and water, have IEs > 10 eV and 
are not ionizable by APPI as single molecules (cf. clusters, Reaction 3), which 
simplifies the mass spectra especially in LC-MS. 

Several types of reactions may take place after producing the primary ions. 
In positive ion mode, if the IE of the analyte is smaller than the recombination 
energy (RE) of the solvent, the analyte can form radical cations by a charge 
exchange reaction with the solvent ion ( , Reaction 4). The solvent ion ( ) 
can also donate a proton to the analyte by a proton transfer reaction (Reaction 
5) if the proton affinity (PA) of the analyte is higher than the resulting 
deprotonated solvent radical ( ). Moreover, protonated solvent clusters 
( , Reaction 3) can also ionize the analyte through proton transfer 
(Reaction 6) if the PA of the analyte is higher than that of the solvent cluster 
( ). As such, proton transfer and charge exchange are competing reaction 
pathways in APPI, and in some cases, one can dominate the other. For 
example, if the PA of the solvent is high, such as with acetone (812 kJ/mol),264 
self-protonation can take place (as in Reaction 3) and lead to the formation of 
mainly protonated analytes.265 

 +  →  + ,                          (1) 

S +  → + ,                           (2) 

 +  →  + ,                         (3) 

 +  →  + ,                          (4) 

 +  →  + ,                         (5) 

 +  →  + ,                         (6) 

 +  → ,                          (7) 

 +  → ,                           (8) 

 +  →  + ,                          (9) 

 +  →  + ,                        (10) 

In negative ion APPI,266 if the electron affinity (EA) of the analyte is 
positive, it can ionize through an electron capture reaction with the thermal 
electrons that are produced in the photoionization of the solvent or at the 
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metal surfaces of the ion source (Reaction 7).267 On the other hand, 
atmospheric oxygen with high EA can also capture the thermal electrons and 
produce superoxide ions ( , Reaction 8) that can consecutively react with 
the analytes either through charge exchange (Reaction 9) or proton transfer 
(Reaction 10) depending on the EA or the gas-phase acidity ( ) of the 
analyte, respectively. In addition to Reactions 7−10, various other reactions 
such as substitution,266 fragmentation,268 oxidation,268 and anion 
attachment269 can also occur in negative ion mode. Overall, the ionization 
mechanisms in APPI are complex and more detailed ionization mechanisms 
are presented in the literature.263,266,268 
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3 AIMS OF STUDY 

The overall aim of this study was to further develop the LAAPPI- and 
LAESI-MS methods for biological research by enhancing their imaging 
quality. The goal was to first demonstrate the current imaging quality of these 
methods by using LAAPPI-MS with a lateral resolution of 400 μm (I) and then 
substantially decrease the achievable spot size of the OPO IR laser used for 
sampling (II), while optimizing the operational parameters of the methods for 
better sampling repeatability and detection sensitivity (III). These 
improvements were then shown to allow LAAPPI- and LAESI-MSI of tissues 
with a sub-100 μm lateral resolution for spatially resolving a higher number of 
sample structures than that was previously feasible and thus demonstrating 
the enhanced imaging quality of these methods (III–IV). The current analysis 
capability of the enhanced LAAPPI-MSI was also demonstrated for depth 
profiling and imaging of single cells for the first time (IV). Simultaneous 
development of an in-house built MSI platform and its software was required 
to achieve all these aims (I–IV). 

The more specific aims of this work were: 

 to study the distributions of betulin and its derivatives in the phellem 
fraction of the Betula pendula bark with LAAPPI-MSI and to 
complement DAPPI-MS analysis (I) 

 to develop a focusing method for OPO IR lasers to achieve a better 
lateral resolution for the LAAPPI- and LAESI-MSI methods (II) 

 to apply the developed OPO IR laser beam focusing method and the in-
house built LAAPPI/LAESI MSI platform for imaging of rodent brain 
tissue sections with a sub-100 μm lateral resolution (III) 

 to show the enhanced imaging quality of LAAPPI- and LAESI-MSI and 
the suitability of LAAPPI-MSI for acquiring complementary biological 
information to LAESI-MSI (III) 

 to show the suitability of the developed LAAPPI-MSI platform for 
imaging and analysis of single cells with the measurements of intact 
trichomes from the untreated and frozen Arabidopsis thaliana leaves 
(IV) 

 to demonstrate the feasibility of LAAPPI-MS for depth profiling 
analysis (IV) 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL 

4.1 CHEMICALS 

In LAAPPI-MSI measurements, acetone and toluene were used as spray 
solvents in the positive (I–III) and negative (III–IV) ion modes, respectively. 
In positive and negative ion LAESI-MSI measurements (III), an 8:1 
MeOH:MQ mixture with 0.1% FA was used as a spray solvent. All chemicals 
were of analytical or chromatographic grade and more detailed descriptions 
are available in the original publications (I–IV). 

4.2 SAMPLES 

4.2.1 BETULA PENDULA BARK (I) 

Solid pieces of Betula pendula (B. pendula) bark from an adult tree were 
collected from three different developmental stages of the stem: mature stem, 
transition zone, and young apical stem (Figure 7). The collected pieces were 
tangentially cryosectioned to four parts: phellem, phelloderm/phellogen, old 
phloem, and developing phloem. The phellem sections of the mature stem 
(approximately 200 μm in thickness) were mounted on the sample holder and 
two lenticel regions of the phellem were studied with positive ion LAAPPI-
MSI. More detailed descriptions of the samples are available in the original 
publication (I). 

4.2.2 MOUSE AND RAT BRAINS (II–III) 

The mouse and rat brains were cryosectioned into 20–60 μm thick coronal 
striatal slices with a cryomicrotome operating at −10 °C. The sections were 
either stored at –20 °C in cryoprotectant buffer containing glycerol and 
ethylene glycol and later washed and mounted onto microscope glass slides 
before the analysis (II) or they were directly thaw-mounted onto glass slides 
within the cryomicrotome and stored at –80 °C before their analysis (III). All 
experiments were conducted following the 3R principles of the EU directive 
2010/63/EU governing the care and use of experimental animals and were 
approved by the County Administrative Board of Southern Finland (license 
numbers ESAVI/11198/04.10.07/2014 and ESAVI/12046/04.10.07/2017). 
More detailed descriptions of the samples are available in the original 
publications (II–III). 
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4.2.3 ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA LEAVES (IV) 

Several intermediate-aged leaves from 4-week-old Arabidopsis thaliana 
(A. thaliana) wild-type Col-0 plants were subsequently collected and mounted 
at room temperature onto normal microscope glass slides adaxial (top) side 
up. Flat leaf samples for MSI were prepared by pipetting a droplet of MQ on 
the surface of the glass slide, after which the collected leaf was gently pressed 
against the droplet position with another glass slide. Afterward, the sample 
slides were placed onto a block of dry ice for minimizing the metabolic 
processes. All samples were stored at −80 °C before analysis. 

4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

During the early stages of this study (I–II), a simple and open MSI setup 
with only the necessary instrumentation for IRLA-MS (OPO IR laser system, 
translation stages, and cooled sample holder) was built in-house in front of the 
mass spectrometer. Later (III–IV), an enclosed and removable MSI platform 
was built in-house, and it is considered here as a single instrument consisting 
of an OPO IR laser system (Chapter 4.3.1), sample holder (Chapter 4.3.2), ion 
sources (Chapter 4.3.3), fluidics system (Chapter 4.3.4), and a mass 
spectrometer (Chapter 4.3.5). All MSI setups were operated with in-house 
developed software (Chapter 4.4). 

The final MSI platform (III–IV, Figure 5) was built on an aluminum optical 
breadboard plate (MB6090/M; Thorlabs) mounted on a rigid support frame 
(PFM52501; Thorlabs) and was enclosed with clear acrylic boards using 
aluminum rails as a supporting structure (as XE25C10D; Thorlabs). This MSI 
platform was semi-closed to control the relative humidity (RH) of the sample 
region with dry nitrogen flow and to prevent contamination of the laboratory 
by the biological samples. The nitrogen environment prevented excess 
condensation of water on the cooled samples. The RH inside the module was 
measured using a Vaisala HMP231 transmitter. A part of the acrylic casing was 
replaced with a CaF2 window (WG51050-D; Thorlabs) to transmit >90% of the 
IR light emitted by the IR laser system (Chapter 4.3.1), and a rigid mirror 
holder setup was attached to the window holder frame (VPCH512; Thorlabs) 
to reflect the IR laser beam perpendicular to the sample. 
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Figure 5. A photograph showing the MSI platform built in-house in front of a TOF mass 
spectrometer and the ionization region within the enclosure. 

4.3.1 IR LASER SYSTEM 

An OPOTEK IR Opolette HE 2940 (Carlsbad, CA, USA) laser was used for 
the IRLA sampling (Chapter 2.2.1), and the emitted IR laser pulses were 
guided perpendicularly to the sample surface (Figure 12). The IR laser was 
operated at its maximum repetition rate and output energy of 20 Hz and 6 mJ, 
respectively, and 20 IR laser pulses were emitted for sampling each position 
on the sample (I–IV). In the first study (I), the OPO IR laser beam was guided 
with a single gold-coated mirror (PF10-03-M01; Thorlabs) to an anti-
reflection coated 100 mm focal length plano-convex CaF2 lens (LA5817-E, 
Thorlabs) and the IR beam traveled approximately one meter before focusing, 
which allowed MSI with a 400-μm lateral resolution. The other studies (II–IV) 
utilized a simple OPO IR laser beam focusing method that allowed an 
adjustable lateral resolution of 20–400 μm with different IR laser beam travel 
lengths as described in more detail in Chapter 5.2 and in the original 
publication (II). This focusing method was utilized to achieve lateral 
resolutions of 60 (II) and 70 μm (III–IV) for the studies of rodent brain and A. 
thaliana leaves. 

4.3.2 SAMPLE HOLDER 

The sample microscope glass slides were mounted on an in-house-built 
sample holder that consisted of an aluminum plate for mounting, two Peltier 
elements (TES1-12703; Hebei, Shanghai, China) in parallel configuration for 
cooling the sample, a water-cooled aluminum heat sink for cooling the hot 
sides of the Peltier elements, and PT100 (ETP-RT-4-24-PT100B, Variohm) 
and NTC (B57045-K103-K; EPCOS) temperature sensors attached to the 
aluminum plate and the heat sink, respectively. The Peltier elements were 
precision-driven with a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) controller (TEC-1090-
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HV; Meerstetter Engineering, Switzerland). In early studies (I–II), the 
temperature of the sample was kept above the dew point and thus the samples 
were not frozen. In later studies with the enclosed MSI platform (III–IV), the 
temperature of the holder surface was kept below -20 °C to decrease the rate 
of dehydration and enzymatic and chemical reactions in biological samples, 
and it was precisely set to control the rate of sublimation and condensation of 
water onto the samples. The entire sample holder was attached to a computer 
controllable X-Y-Z translation stage (NRT100/M; Thorlabs, Newton, MA, 
USA) for rastering and a Dino-Lite microscope camera (AM7915MZT, AnMo 
Electronics, New Taipei City, Taiwan) was placed above the holder to capture 
a live video feed of the sample region as further discussed in Chapter 4.4. 

4.3.3 ION SOURCES 

The final in-house built LAAPPI and LAESI ion sources are illustrated in 
Figure 12 (Chapter 5.2). The main parts of the developed LAAPPI source 
include a krypton discharge vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photoionization lamp 
(PKR 100; Heraeus Noblelight, Cambridge, UK) and a heated nebulizer that 
was directed towards the ablation plume and the mass spectrometer inlet. In 
the early studies (I–II), in-house fabricated microchips were used as 
nebulizers, whereas a stainless-steel nebulizer consisting of two nested 
capillaries was used at the later stage (III–IV). The inner capillary protruded 
0.3–0.5 mm from the outer one and the outer capillary was heated using a 
resistance wire (4.68 Ω/m) with an insulating fiberglass sleeving (FBGS; 
OMEGA Engineering, Norwalk, CT, USA). 

The LAESI source consisted of a 100-μm I.D. stainless steel electrospray 
needle (MT320-100-5-5; New Objective, MA, US) that was mounted on a 
PEEK union with a suitable FEP sleeve. A stainless-steel capillary was attached 
to the opposite end of the PEEK union and it was connected to a solvent line 
and to an in-house built high voltage power supply. The applied voltage of (+/–
) 2.1–2.3 kV was selected to produce a steady cone-jet mode of electrospray 
(III) with the aid of a Dino-Lite microscope camera. The LAESI emitter was 
directed towards the ablation plume and the mass spectrometer inlet. 

4.3.4 FLUIDICS SYSTEM 

The first study (I) utilized a Harvard apparatus Pump 11 Elite syringe 
pump (Harvard, Holliston, MA, USA) for pumping the spray solvent (acetone) 
into the LAAPPI source with a flow rate of 10 μL/min (Chapter 4.3.3). Later, 
the selected LAAPPI spray solvent (II–IV) or the LAESI spray solution (III) 
were pumped using an Agilent 1100 capillary LC  (Waldbronn, Germany) by 
utilizing its degasser, pump, and four solvent lines. In LAAPPI-MS, flow rates 
of 10 (acetone, II), 5 (acetone, III) and 1 (toluene, III), and 1 μL/min (toluene, 
IV) were used for imaging, whereas  a flow rate of 3 μL/min (8:1 MeOH/MQ 
+ 0.1% FA, III) was used with LAESI-MS. Each solvent used was pumped 
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through its own solvent line into the LAAPPI nebulizer or LAESI emitter, 
which simplified the change of spray solvents as the time-consuming flushing 
of long capillaries was not required. 

4.3.5 MASS SPECTROMETER 

In the first study (I), the mass spectra were collected with an Agilent 6410 
Triple Quadrupole mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, 
USA) using settings selected for focused measurements of betulin and its 
derivatives in the mass range of m/z 400–500. The other studies (II–IV) 
utilized a Bruker micrOTOF mass spectrometer (Bremen, Germany) with 
settings selected for focused measurements of metabolites and lipids (m/z 50–
1000) of rodent brain in the positive (II–III) and negative (III) ion modes and 
major secondary metabolites of A. thaliana leaves (m/z 400–1000) in the 
negative ion mode (IV). 

Both mass spectrometers utilized long glass capillaries for allowing the ions 
from atmospheric pressure to enter the vacuum of the instrument 
(Whitehouse inlet design). In all studies (I–IV), the inlet glass capillary was 
equipped with a 24-mm long stainless-steel extension capillary with an I.D. of 
0.79 mm (1/32”) to allow sample rastering. A resistance wire (4.68 Ω/m) with 
an insulating fiberglass sleeving (FBGS; OMEGA Engineering, Norwalk, CT, 
USA) was twisted tightly around the extension capillary to cover its whole 
length. However, the surface of the tip was left uncovered to ensure the 
functionality of the capillary as a counter electrode for electrospray. The 
resistance wire was attached to a computer-controlled power supply (ISO-
TECH IPS-603; Aim & Thurlby Thandar Instruments, Huntington, United 
Kingdom) to set a suitable capillary temperature for assisting the desolvation 
of ions. The conventionally used heated nitrogen counterflow of MS was not 
required or used. The optimal LAAPPI and LAESI capillary temperatures were 
different as discussed in Chapter 5.3.1.2. 

4.4 SOFTWARE 

All MSI setups were operated with an in-house developed MATLAB-based 
program (Figure 6) that was gradually improved to meet the needs of the (new) 
instruments and aims of analyses. The program allowed automated MSI 
measurements by enabling the control and status view of most of the 
instrumentation and sensors (Chapter 4.3) within the same graphical user 
interface (GUI). For example, all translation stages, the OPO IR laser system, 
the sample temperature, and the microscope camera were controlled via the 
developed program. The program also enabled some important features for 
imaging purposes. For example, a live video feed of the camera captured the 
sample region to the GUI, which allowed photography and observation of 
samples before and after analysis and permitted the user to select polygon-
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shaped areas for MSI. In MSI mode, the program output the rastering order of 
the sample with timestamps for the subsequent data processing of the 
acquired raw MS data. 

A Python-based command line tool was developed to process the acquired 
MS data into MSI data sets and allow their statistical analysis. In data 
conversion mode, the tool first converted the raw MS data to an open-source 
file format (e.g., mzML or mzXML) with the use of ProteoWizard’s msconvert 
file conversion tool, after which the mass spectra were matched with the 
timestamps and rastering order output by the MATLAB-based measurement 
program. All acquired mass spectra from each measured sample position were 
summed to create sum mass spectra that represent the data of single pixels in 
MS images, and which comprise the MSI data set. From the MSI data sets, the 
tool also allowed the creation of MS images, the search of similar ion 
distributions, and the PCA analysis of groups of measurement spots, for 
example. 

 

Figure 6. The GUI of the in-house developed MATLAB-based program for controlling the 
MSI platform and allowing automated MSI analyses.  
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of each study are discussed and summarized in the following 
subchapters. More detailed descriptions are available in the original 
publications (I–IV). 

5.1 LAAPPI-MSI OF LENTICEL REGIONS OF BETULA 
PENDULA BARK (I) 

Over 50% of pharmaceuticals on the market originate from natural 
products, naturally occurring compounds, or their derivatives synthesized in 
the laboratory.270 One family of natural compounds that has proved to have 
interesting bioactivities is the triterpenoid betulin and its derivatives, such as 
betulinic acid.271–273 Triterpenoids are compounds of low polarity, which have 
been used as scaffolds in various projects aiming to develop drug treatments 
for bacterial infections274 and cancer,275 for example. In Betula pendula (B. 
pendula) bark, betulin and its derivatives are mainly present as 3β-isomers 
(cf. less common 3α-epimers of triterpenoids such as epi-lupeol or epi-
betulinic acid)272 and they are located mainly in the phellem fraction (Figure 
7), which is the outermost fraction of the bark and approximately 200 μm in 
thickness.276 In this study (I), the first version of the in-house developed 
LAAPPI MSI platform was used to study the distributions of betulin and its 
derivatives in the phellem fractions of the B. pendula bark samples and to 
complement the results acquired from the bark surface by desorption 
atmospheric pressure photoionization (DAPPI)277 MS. 

 

Figure 7. A schematic picture of the sampled fractions across vascular cambium of the B. 
pendula stem, tree samples, and the different fractions in the stem. 
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5.1.1 MASS SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 

Ionization of the triterpenoids of B. pendula bark (Figure 8) in APPI was 
studied with direct infusion microchip APPI-MS278 (μAPPI-MS) 
measurements of triterpenoid standards, whereas the measurements of solid 
bark samples were carried out with DAPPI- and LAAPPI-MS based on the 
results of μAPPI-MS. The studied triterpenoid standards were measured by 
μAPPI-MS with toluene and acetone as spray solvents in the positive and 
negative ion modes. In the positive ion mode, all the studied triterpenoids 
(Figure 8) were detected with both spray solvents, whereas only betulin, 
betulinic acid, and betulonic acid were detected in the negative ion mode. 
Positive ion μAPPI-MS with toluene produced M+• and/or [M+H]+ ions for the 
analytes, whereas [M+H]+ and/or [M+H–H2O]+ ions were detected with 
acetone (Table 3). As lupeol, allobetulin, and allobetulone were not detected 
in the negative ion mode, the DAPPI- and LAAPPI-MS analyses were carried 
out only in the positive ion mode. 

The DAPPI- and LAAPPI-MS spectra acquired from the bark showed 
similar ions as the μAPPI-MS spectra. Some of the mass peaks detected from 
the bark samples with toluene as a spray solvent were also identified by 
comparing the DAPPI-MS/MS spectra of the bark samples to the direct 
infusion μAPPI-MS/MS measurements of the triterpenoid standards. DAPPI-
MS was used to study the chemical profiles of different bark fractions, but 
LAAPPI-MS was only used to complement the DAPPI-MS results of the 
phellem fraction with acetone as a spray solvent (Chapter 5.1.2). Acetone was 
used for the LAAPPI-MS analysis, as high intensity triterpenoid peaks were 
detected with at least one characteristic ion species (Table 3), and acetone 
drives the APPI process toward formation of protonated molecules, which 
simplifies the LAAPPI-MSI analysis of the phellem fraction of the bark. 

 

Figure 8. The structures of the main triterpenoids detected by DAPPI- and LAAPPI-MS from 
the phellem fraction of B. pendula bark. 
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Table 3. The detected main ions of the triterpenoids by positive ion LAAPPI-MS with acetone 
as a spray solvent. 

Main ion Tentative i denti f icat ion  

409 Lupeol as [M+H–H2O]+ 

425 Betulin as [M+H–H2O]+ 

439 Betulinic acid as [M+H–H2O]+ 

441 Allobetulone as [M+H]+ 

443 Allobetulin as [M+H]+ 

455 Betulonic acid as [M+H]+ 

5.1.2 IMAGING ANALYSIS 

One of the aims of the DAPPI-MS analysis was to measure the chemical 
profiles of lenticels (Figure 9), which are channels that enable the gas exchange 
from the surrounding atmosphere to the inner structures of the tree. However, 
as DAPPI utilizes a wide and continuous solvent plume for sampling, the 
method has a limited spatial sampling accuracy for the analysis of smaller bark 
structures, such as lenticels. On the contrary, LAAPPI-MS utilizes a spatially 
more accurate IRLA sampling method and was therefore used in imaging 
mode to complement the results of DAPPI-MS. 

The LAAPPI-MSI analysis was focused on the imaging of all the previously 
detected triterpenoids at the lenticel regions of the phellem (Chapter 5.1.1). 
The distribution of betulinic acid was of particular interest, as the separately 
acquired mass spectra from the phellem surface by DAPPI-MS had shown 
betulinic acid to be more abundant in the lenticels than in the other regions of 
the phellem. The LAAPPI-MSI analysis resulted in MS images that show clear 
betulinic acid distribution patterns matching with the lenticel regions of the 
phellem (Figure 9). Betulinic acid was found to be much more abundant in the 
lenticels (deep red color) when compared to the surrounding tissue, whereas 
all other triterpenoids (Figure 8, Table 3) were less abundant in the lenticels 
than in the surrounding tissue. No other triterpenoid distribution patterns 
were detected in the phellem by LAAPPI-MSI. 

Overall, the LAAPPI-MSI method was able to verify the DAPPI-MS results 
and it was shown to have a high potential for the localization of compounds of 
low polarity in biological samples. The first in-house built LAAPPI-MSI 
platform was able to obtain more detailed information about the distributions 
of triterpenoids in the phellem fraction of the B. pendula bark than the more 
straightforward DAPPI-MS method. In the future, LAAPPI-MSI could be 
further developed to allow more accurate localization and efficient analysis of 
a wider range of biomolecules in tissues and cells, especially after improving 
its achievable lateral resolution. 
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Figure 9. The distribution of betulinic acid in the phellem fraction of B. pendula bark 
measured by LAAPPI-MSI with a lateral resolution of 400 μm. Red and blue colors indicate 
high and low abundancies, respectively. The heat map images show that betulinic acid is 
clearly most abundant at the lenticel regions of the analyzed sample areas (dashed boxes).

5.2 IMPROVING THE FOCUS OF OPO IR LASER BEAMS
(II)

OPO IR lasers are commonly utilized for IRLA sampling in several ambient 
IRLA-MSI methods, such as LAAPPI and LAESI (Chapter 2.2). The lateral
resolution of these methods typically depends on the ability to focus the IR 
laser beam as tightly as possible. Before 2016, IRLA-MSI studies typically
reported imaging lateral resolutions in the range of 200–400 μm,38,46,110,203,204

which limits the number of structures that can be spatially resolved from 
samples and makes IRLA-MSI an unappealing choice for biological research. 
In this study (II), a simple OPO IR laser beam focusing method was 
demonstrated for enhancing the lateral resolution of the IRLA-MSI methods
with the aim of making high imaging resolution accessible for researchers who 
do not have resources for building complex optical systems.

5.2.1 CHARASTERISTICS AND FOCUSING OF OPO IR LASER 
BEAMS

The commonly utilized OPO IR lasers provide a high pulse energy for the 
IRLA sampling process,195 which allows many advantages for MSI (Chapter 
2.2.1), such as sampling of material below the sample surface for depth 
profiling analysis. However, the OPO IR lasers have multimode laser beams
that are more difficult to focus than the single mode Gaussian beam profiles 
( ), which are a reference of quality for a laser source.279 The difficulty in 
focusing of a multimode laser beam is due to their inhomogeneous transverse 
intensity profiles, which contain multiple local energy maxima, while the 
emitted photons in the beam have often a high divergence. The oval-shaped, 
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quatrefoil-like multimode beam profile of the OPOTEK IR Opolette HE 2940 
laser used in this study is visualized in Figure 10a. The laser has a 
manufacturer-reported divergence of 10 mrad in the x-axis and 5 mrad in the 
y-axis at FWHM and the maximum measured energy output of ~6.1 mJ/pulse. 

A simple focusing method for the OPO IR laser used was demonstrated 
with an optical setup that consists merely of a gold-coated mirror and a plano-
convex lens for guiding and focusing the laser pulses to the sample surface, 
respectively. Such an optical setup would directly result in a relatively good 
focus and small spot sizes in the case of single mode lasers. However, the 
inhomogeneous multimode OPO IR laser beam profiles must be first 
transformed to a better form before focusing. Although such a transformation 
is feasible with different optical systems, it is also feasible by allowing the OPO 
IR laser beam to propagate in free space as demonstrated in Figure 10. 

The size of the IR laser ablated holes was observed to decrease as a function 
of beam propagation distance in free space, i.e., when the distance between the 
laser aperture and the focusing lens increased (Figure 10b). For example, the 
average Feret diameter of the ablated spots and holes were 440 and 385 μm 
after a beam propagation distance of 1 m, whereas the average spot and hole 
diameters of 44 and 20 μm were achieved after a beam propagation distance 
of 18 m, respectively. The reported ablation spot and hole diameters are the 
averages of the measured maximum and minimum Feret diameters, and the 
spot diameters include the blackened area at the edge of the ablation hole 
(burned tissue), while the hole diameters do not. The ablation holes with 
burned edges are visible in Figure 11c, which shows the decrease in spot size 
on an uncooled mouse brain tissue section with beam propagation distances 
of 1–18 m. 

The observed decrease in spot size is suggested to be caused by the loss of 
photons with a high divergence and by the resulting more homogenous beam 
profile as the beam propagation distance increases. Since the lens now focuses 
photons with similar angles of incidence and beam profiles with smaller 
intensity and fluence variations than in Figure 10a, the aberration and the spot 
size are reduced. The spot size first decreases exponentially (Figure 10b), but 
then levels off, probably since most of the diverted photons are already lost 
within the first meters. Focusing likely becomes limited by the spherical 
aberration of the lens at the very long beam propagation distances. The longer 
beam propagation distances also lead to a smaller proportion of energy 
reaching the focusing lens and the sample, and the plot of laser energy 
reaching the focusing lens (mJ) follows largely a similar curve as the spot size 
(Figure 10b). However, since the OPO IR laser beam is now focused to smaller 
and smaller areas (spot sizes), the measured laser fluences (J/cm2) are 
sufficient for IRLA sampling at all the beam propagation distances (Figure 
10c). 
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Figure 10. (a) The multimode beam profile of the used OPOTEK IR Opolette HE 2940. The 
energy intensity scale is set from dark purple (minimum) to bright red (maximum), the energy 
intensity profile of both axes can be seen on the sides of the picture, and the maximum energy 
intensity is marked with the crossing lines. (b) The effect of the distance between the OPO IR 
laser aperture and the focusing lens on the average Feret diameters of the ablation spots and 
holes, the energy reaching the focusing lens, and the fluence on target. The resulting beam 
profiles were not measured at reported beam propagation distances. (Note: the presented 
values for laser energy and fluence are based on measurements with 20 mm O.D. thermal 
power sensor and are thus underestimations of the number of photons arriving at the lens 
with 25.4 mm O.D.) (c) Holes caused by 20 IR laser pulses in a 30 μm thick mouse brain tissue 
section created with IRLA by utilizing 1–18 m beam propagation distances. The tissue was not 
cooled in this measurement series. 

5.2.2 SUITABILITY FOR IMAGING 

To demonstrate the utility of the simple focusing method, LAAPPI-MSI of 
a rectangular area on a coronal mouse brain tissue section was carried out with 
a beam propagation distance of 9 m (Figure 11d), which resulted in a 55 μm 
spot size and 60 μm lateral resolution without beam instability or vibration 
issues (Figure 11a). Two example MS images showing highly distinct 
distributions are presented as examples (Figure 11d). The MS image of a 
suggested sphingosine fragment (C18H34N+, m/z 264.28) is highly abundant in 
the corpus callosum (CC), dorsal striatum (dSTR), and septum regions, 
whereas the MS image of a suggested oxidized cholesterol ([M–H+O]+, m/z 
401.35), or the protonated molecule of ketocholesterol,37 is clearly more 
abundant at the cortex (CTX) and lateral ventricle regions. The reported spot 
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size of the LAAPPI-MSI measurement was also substantially smaller than 
reported in Figure 10b because the sample was now cooled to 5 °C, which could 
reduce heat propagation in the sample and the area of burned tissue. Thus, the 
reported hole diameters, rather than the spot sizes, are more realistic values 
for the IRLA-MSI methods with which the samples can be kept frozen during 
the analysis. The effect of cooling on the resulting burned edges of IR ablated 
spots can also be observed in Figure 2 (Chapter 2.2.1). Furthermore, very 
intense signals were obtained from the ablated spots (Figure 11b), and thus it 
is proposed that the signals of even smaller spots are measurable with the MSI 
setup used. 

 

Figure 11. (a) Partial microscope picture of the imaged area showing the spots created with 
IRLA sampling by using a 60 μm step size. (b) Partial total ion current (TIC) showing the 
typical signal intensities achieved from the ablation spot in the LAAPPI-MSI analysis. (c) A 
single mass spectrum obtained in the LAAPPI-MSI analysis. (d) TIC-normalized LAAPPI MS 
images of m/z 264.28 and 401.35 in a 1.56 × 3.54 mm size area of a 30 μm thick mouse brain 
tissue section. (e) A light microscope image showing the measured tissue region before the 
LAAPPI-MSI analysis. 

5.3 LAAPPI- AND LAESI-MSI OF RODENT BRAIN 
TISSUE SECTIONS (III) 

Before 2016, most LAAPPI and LAESI studies used lateral resolutions of 
200–400 μm,38,46,110,203,204,II which severely limits the number of structures 
that can be spatially resolved from biological samples in MSI analysis. 
Improving the lateral resolution of these methods below 100 μm would 
therefore be a large step forward in terms of imaging quality, but which would 
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also require a higher sensitivity, repeatability, and stability of the method due 
to the decreased number of sampled analytes and increased number of 
measured pixels. In this study (III), positive and negative ion LAAPPI- and 
LAESI-MSI with a lateral resolution of 70 μm is demonstrated for rodent brain 
tissue analysis by using the novel OPO IR laser focusing method (Chapter 5.2), 
which was feasible after development and optimization of the new enclosed 
MSI platform (Chapter 4.4). In addition, the stability of the optimized 
LAAPPI-MSI method for larger sample areas was demonstrated with a 
measurement of a whole rat brain tissue section, which requires the 
measurement of approximately 30 000 pixels. 

5.3.1 ION SOURCE OPTIMIZATION 

The effects of several measurement parameters on the achieved maximum 
sensitivity and stability in MSI of the rodent brain tissue were investigated for 
the in-house built LAAPPI and LAESI sources by using a 65 μm spot size for 
IRLA sampling (Figure 12). The main optimization results are presented in 
Figure 13 and the suggested optimal parameters for rodent brain tissue 
analysis are summarized in Table 4. The results of LAAPPI-MS followed 
similar trends regardless of the spray solvent (acetone, toluene, or PhCl) and 
only the measurement series with most data points (e.g., most tested 
temperatures) are presented in Figure 13 as examples. The results of the effect 
of sampling geometry on the acquired signal intensities are presented in the 
text (Chapter 5.3.1.1). 

 

Figure 12. The in-house built LAAPPI and LAESI ion sources and sampling geometry. In 
LAESI, the LAAPPI nebulizer (heated pneumatic sprayer) is replaced with an ES emitter (top-
left inset), and the VUV lamp is turned off. 
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Figure 13. Main optimization results of LAAPPI and LAESI ion sources. The bars represent 
the mean of eight measurements and error bars the standard deviation. (a) The effect of 
extension capillary temperature on the LAAPPI-MS intensities of cholesterol ([M–H2O]+. at 
m/z 368.34), GABA ([M+H]+ at m/z 104.07), Cer(d36:1) ([M+H–H2O]+ at m/z 548.54), and 
GalCer(d42:2) ([M+H]+ at m/z 810.68). (b) The effect of extension capillary temperature on 
the LAESI-MS intensities of cholesterol ([M–H2O]+. at m/z 368.34), GABA ([M+H]+ at m/z 
104.07), and PC(34:1) ([M+H]+ at m/z 760.59). (c) The effect of LAESI solvent flow rate (1.0 
and 3.0 μL/min) on carry-over in the measurement of creatine ([M+H]+ at m/z 132.08). (d) 
The effect of spray solvent (chlorobenzene or acetone) flow rate on the LAAPPI-MS intensity 
of cholesterol ([M+H–H2O]+ at m/z 369.35). (e) The effect of spray nozzle temperature on 
the LAAPPI-MS intensities of cholesterol ([M–H2O]+. at m/z 368.34), GABA ([M+H]+ at m/z 
104.07), and PE(40:6) ([M+H]+ at m/z 792.55). (f) The effect of spray nitrogen pressure on 
the LAAPPI-MS intensities of cholesterol ([M–H2O]+. at m/z 368.34) and adenosine ([M+H]+ 
at m/z 268.10). (g) The effect of tissue section thickness on the LAAPPI- and LAESI-MS TIC 
signals. 
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Table 4. Suggested LAAPPI and LAESI ion source parameters for MSI of rodent brain tissue 
sections. 

Parameter LAAPPI LAESI 

Extension capillary temperature 300–350 °C 250–300 °C 

Spot-inlet distance (x1) 4–6 mm 4–6 mm 

Spot-sprayer distance (x2) ~1 mm ~1 mm 

Sample-inlet axis distance (z1) 6–8 mm 6–8 mm 

Spray temperature 250–450 °C Ambient 

Nebulizer gas pressure 0.4–0.8 MPa - 

Solvent flow rate 1–5 μL/min 3 μL/min 

Sample thickness 40 μm 20 μm 

RH / ST 6–7 % / -22 °C 3–4 % / -22 °C 

5.3.1.1 Sampling geometry 

When the IR laser beam is focused perpendicular to the sample surface, the 
optimal distance between the extension capillary inlet and the sampling spot 
(distance  in Figure 12) was approximately 4–6 mm with both ion sources. 
When the distance  was decreased below 4 mm, the acquired signal 
intensities began to decrease as a part of the IR ablation plume ended up 
behind the extension capillary inlet. The signal intensities also decreased with 
excess distance (  > 6 mm) due to the decreased ion transfer efficiency into 
MS. 

The optimal distance between the extension capillary inlet axis and the 
sample surface (distance  in Figure 12) for repeatable sampling was 
approximately 6–8 mm with both ion sources. At larger distances (  > 8 mm), 
an increased proportion of the compounds in the expanding ablated plume 
drifted outside of the ionization zone (solvent spray zone), resulting in a 
further decrease in sensitivity and repeatability. Smaller distances (  < 6 mm) 
increased the risk of undesired melting of the frozen sample due to the heat 
emitted by the extension capillary or the LAAPPI nebulizer. 

With both ion sources, the best sensitivity was achieved when the position 
of the sprayer was on-axis in relation to the extension capillary and at 1 mm 
distance from the sampling spot (distance  in Figure 12). However, the 
LAESI emitter was prone to adsorption of ablated brain tissue residues at 1 
mm distance, which caused slow residue accumulation on the ES emitter tip 
during MSI analysis. Such accumulation causes carry-over that results in 
prolonged signal durations and total MSI measurement times. 
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5.3.1.2 Extension capillary temperature 

The temperature of the extension capillary affected the signal intensities of 
different compounds with both ion sources. For example, GalCer species were 
not detected by LAAPPI-MS at temperatures below ~300 °C (Figure 13a), 
whereas LAESI-MS did not detect cholesterol at temperatures below ~200 °C 
(Figure 13b). Overall, an increase in the extension capillary temperature 
increases the signal intensities of lipids but decreases the signal intensities of 
small molecules (<200 Da) such as GABA. Based on the results (Figure 13a 
and 13b), the optimal extension capillary temperatures are in the ranges of 
300–350 and 250–300 °C for LAAPPI- and LAESI-MS, respectively. 

5.3.1.3 LAESI spray formation 

Increasing the LAESI flow rate from 1.0 to 3.0 μL/min decreased the signal 
durations from over 10 s to 4–6 s when the ES emitter was placed close (~1 
mm) to the ablation plume to obtain the best sensitivity (Figure 13c). An 
increased flow rate enhanced flushing of the emitter tip and formed a wider 
spray to protect the emitter tip from contaminants that could cause a decrease 
in signal durations. The signal heights also increased 2–3 fold when the flow 
rate was increased from 1.0 to 3.0 μL/min. Furthermore, the flow rate affected 
the stability of pure ES and good stability for ES was achieved with flow rates 
up to 3.0 μL/min. 

The signal intensities and the stability of pure ES was also affected by the 
used ES solvent. In LAESI, the compounds in the ablated plume must be first 
dissolved to charged droplets, after which they are ionized similarly as in 
conventional ESI (Chapter 2.2.2.2). To ensure dissolution of a large range of 
compounds, including lipids, an 8:1 MeOH:H2O mixture was required. A 
relatively high concentration of MeOH produced stable electrospray in 
positive as well as negative ion modes and enhanced ionization efficiency (and 
thus sensitivity) as reported earlier.249 

5.3.1.4 LAAPPI spray formation 

The parameters of the LAAPPI nebulizer (flow rate, temperature, and gas 
pressure) affected the spray formation and the achieved signal intensities. The 
spray solvent flow rate, temperature, and nitrogen pressure were optimal in 
the ranges of 1–5 μL/min (Figure 13d), 250–450 °C (Figure 13e), and 0.4–0.8 
MPa (Figure 13f), respectively, in which they had no significant effect on the 
signal intensities. However, the increase in solvent flow rate from 1 to 5 
μL/min also resulted in a higher spectral background. 

The spray solvent also affects the ionization mechanism of LAAPPI. As 
previously reported with APPI,263,280 toluene and chlorobenzene (PhCl) were 
able to ionize compounds via proton transfer or via charge exchange reactions, 
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whereas only proton transfer reactions are possible with acetone (Figure 14). 
For example, cholesterol produced molecular ion at m/z 386 via a charge 
exchange reaction, protonated molecule via proton transfer reaction at m/z 
387, and fragments [M–H2O]+• at m/z 368 and [M+H–H2O]+ at m/z 369 when 
PhCl was used as a spray solvent, whereas a weak protonated molecule and 
abundant fragment [M+H–H2O]+ at m/z 369 and no molecular ion were 
formed with acetone. 

 

Figure 14. The effect of ion source and spray solvent on the detection of cholesterol with 
equal MS settings. 

5.3.1.5 Sample thickness and temperature 

The LAAPPI- and LAESI-MS analysis of 20-, 40-, and 60-μm thick mouse 
brain tissue sections had a different outcome in terms of signal intensities 
(Figure 13g). When the section thickness increased from 20 to 60 μm, the 
average total intensities acquired by LAAPPI-MS increased about two-fold, 
whereas no such increase in signal intensity was observed with LAESI-MS. 
However, there was less contamination of an ES emitter and the MS inlet with 
thinner sections. The observed differences in signal levels between LAESI and 
LAAPPI with 20-μm and 40-μm tissue sections may be due to the differences 
in dissolution of the ablated tissue projectiles to the spray solvent used. 
Moreover, no contamination of the LAAPPI nebulizer was observed even with 
60-μm thick sections, which could result from the high vapor temperature of 
300–500 °C. 

Low sample temperatures (–20 to –25 °C) are preferred as the diffusion 
rate of metabolites and their enzymatic or chemical reactions in the tissue are 
decreased at lower temperatures. Spot-to-spot repeatability was also 
dependent on the amount of water (ice) on the sample surface. The rate of 
sublimation and condensation (or deposition) of water should be in 
equilibrium to prevent the dehydration of the sample or the accumulation of 
ice on the sample surface during long-lasting MSI experiments. Thus, the 
sample temperature should be adjusted according to the relative humidity 
(RH) within the enclosed imaging platform and the ambient temperature at 
the ion source region. In LAESI-MSI, when the sample holder and extension 
capillary temperatures were set to –22 °C and 200 °C, respectively, the RH of 
the imaging platform was adjusted to 3–4 %, whereas the increased RH of 6–
7 % was set for LAAPPI-MSI due to the higher temperatures (350 °C) of the 
capillary extension and LAAPPI nebulizer. 
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5.3.2 MASS SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 

Level 5 identification160 of detected compounds was performed by 
searching accurate masses against public online HMDB161 and LIPID MAPS162 
databases, as unambiguous structural characterization was not possible with 
TOF-MS. Only the major mass peaks detected by each method are compared 
and matched with the major brain species reported in the literature. 

 

Figure 15. Background-subtracted positive and negative ion LAAPPI- and LAESI-MS mass 
spectra acquired from the white matter region of mouse brain. Spectra with a dashed line 
consist of two separate measurements. 

5.3.2.1 Small molecules (<400 Da) 

The analysis of LAAPPI- and LAESI-MS mass spectra acquired from the 
mouse brain (Figure 15) revealed that many of the small molecules (<400 Da) 
were detected by both methods as listed in Table 5. However, positive ion 
LAAPPI mass spectra showed substantially more ions than LAESI, which is 
partly due to the stronger fragmentation of metabolites and lipids by APPI 
than ESI (Chapter 5.3.2.3). In contrast to the positive ion mode, negative ion 
LAESI detected more metabolites than LAAPPI, including alanine, lactic acid, 
and serine (Table 5). 
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Table 5. Proposed identities of brain metabolites (<400 Da) for the main ions detected with 
mass error <30 ppm by positive and negative ion LAAPPI- and LAESI-MS. The abundance of 
a compound in its spectrum is rated with symbols of a cross (× < 5%, ×× = 5–30%, ××× > 30 
%) and are not directly comparable between the methods. (MW = molecular weight) 

Proposed compound MW 
Detected ions Abundance 

Positive ions 
Abundance 
Negative ions 

positive negative LAAPPI LAESI LAAPPI LAESI 
Alanine 89.048 – [M–H]- – – ×× ×× 
Lactic acid 90.032 – [M–H]- – – ××× ××× 
Phosphate 97.977 – [M–H]- – – – ××× 
GABA  103.063 [M+H]+ [M–H]- × ×× ×× ×× 
Choline  104.108 M+ – – ×× – – 
Serine 105.043 – [M–H]- × × ×× × 
Threonine/Homoserine 119.058 – [M–H]- × × × × 
Taurine 125.015 [M+H]+ [M–H]- – × – ××× 
Creatine  131.069 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× ××× ×× ×× 
Aspartic acid 133.038 [M+H]+ [M–H]- × ×× ×× ×× 
Adenine 135.055 [M+H]+ [M–H]- × – ×× – 
Spermidine  145.158 [M+H]+ – × × – – 
Glutamine 146.069 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× ×× ×× ×× 
Glutamic acid 147.053 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× ××× ××× ××× 
N-Acetyl-L-aspartic acid 175.048 [M+H]+ [M–H]- × × ×× ××× 
Ascorbic acid 176.032 – [M–H]- – – – ××× 
Hexose 180.063 – [M–H]- – – ×× × 
Spermine 203.224 [M+H]+ – ×× ×× – – 
L-Aspartyl-4-phosphate 213.004 [M+H]+ – – ×× – – 
Adenosine 268.105 [M+H]+ – ×× ×× – – 
Glutathione 307.084 [M+H]+ [M–H]- – ×× – ×× 
Adenosine monophosphate 347.071 [M+H]+ [M–H]- – × – ×× 
Cholesterol 369.352 [M+H–H2O]+ – ××× ××× – – 

5.3.2.2 Lipids (>700 Da) 

LAESI and LAAPPI mass spectra in the mass range of m/z 700−1000 
showed substantially different lipid patterns between methods (Figure 15). 
The lipids detected by LAAPPI and LAESI are listed in Table 6, while the lipid 
classes detected by either or both methods in positive or negative ion modes 
are summarized in Figure 16. In principle, all zwitterionic (such as PC, PE, and 
SM) or neutral phospholipids (such as GalCer) were ionized in both ion modes, 
but those including a quaternary ammonium group were ionized significantly 
more efficiently in positive than in negative ion mode. Anionic phospholipids 
(such as PI and ST) were ionized more efficiently in negative ion mode. The 
results are consistent with the findings of earlier lipidomics studies with ESI-
281–283 and APPI-MS.260 
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Table 6. Proposed identities of brain lipids (>700 Da) for the main ions detected with mass 
error <30 ppm by positive and negative ion LAAPPI- and LAESI-MS. The abundance of a 
compound in its spectrum is rated with symbols of a cross (× < 5%, ×× = 5–30%, ××× > 30 
%) and are not directly comparable between the methods. (MW = molecular weight) 

Proposed compound MW 
Detected ions Abundance 

Positive ions 
Abundance 
Negative ions 

positive negative LAAPPI LAESI LAAPPI LAESI 
PE(P-34:1) 701.536 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ××× ×× 
SM(d34:1) 702.568 [M+H]+ – – × – – 
PE(34:0) 719.547 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ×× ×× 
PE(P-36:4) 723.520 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ××× ××× 
PE(P-36:2) 727.552 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ××× × ××× ××× 
SM(d36:2) 728.583 [M+H]+ – – × – – 
PE(P-36:1) 729.567 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ××× × ××× ×× 
SM(d36:1) 730.599 [M+H]+ – – ×× – – 
PC(32:0) 733.562 [M+H]+ – – ××× – – 
PE(36:4) 739.515 [M+H]+ [M–H]- × × ×× ×× 
PE(36:2) 743.547 [M+H]+ [M–H]- × × ×× ×× 
PE(36:1)/PE-NMe2(34:1) 745.562 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ××× ××× 
PE(P-38:6) 747.520 [M+H]+ [M–H]- × × ××× ××× 
PE(P-38:5) 749.536 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ××× ××× 
PE(P-38:4) 751.552 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ××× ××× 
PE(P-38:2) 755.583 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ××× ×× 
SM(d38:1) 758.630 [M+H]+ – – × – – 
PC(34:1) 759.578 [M+H]+ – – ××× – – 
PE(38:6) 763.515 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× – ××× ×× 
PE(38:4)/PE-NMe2(36:4) 767.547 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ××× ××× 
PE(P-40:6) 775.552 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ××× ××× 
PE(P-40:5) 777.567 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ××× ×× 
PC(36:4) 781.562 [M+H]+ – – ×× – – 
GalCer(d40:2)/ 
GalCer(d40:1(OH)) (pos) 781.643 [M+H]+/ 

[M+H–H2O]+ [M–H]- ××× – ×× – 

GalCer(d40:2) 781.643 – [M+Cl]- – – ×× ×× 
GalCer(d40:1) 783.659 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× – ×× – 
GalCer(d40:1) 783.659 – [M+Cl]- – – ×× ×× 
PC(36:1) 787.609 [M+H]+ – – ×× – – 
PS(36:1) 789.552 – [M–H]- – – – ××× 
PE(40:6)/PE-NMe2(38:6)/ 
PC(37:6) 791.547 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ××× ××× 

PE(40:4) 795.578 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× × ×× ××× 
GalCer(d40:2(OH)) 797.638 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ×× – ××× – 
GalCer(d40:1(OH)) 799.654 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ××× – ××× – 
PC(38:6) 805.562 [M+H]+ – – ×× – – 
PC(38:4) 809.594 [M+H]+ – – ×× – – 
GalCer(d42:2)/ 
GalCer(d42:1(OH)) (pos) 809.674 [M+H]+/ 

[M+H–H2O]+ [M–H]- ××× – ××× – 

GalCer(d42:2) 809.674 – [M+Cl]- – – ××× ××× 
PS(38:4) 811.536 – [M–H]- – – – ×× 
GalCer(d42:1) 811.690 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ××× – ×× – 
PE(P-42:1)/GalCer(d41:1) 813.661 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ××× – ××× – 
PE(42:7) 817.562 – [M–H]- – – – ×× 
PE(42:5) 821.594 – [M–H]- – – – ×× 
PE(42:3) 823.609 – [M–H]- – – – ×× 
GalCer(d42:2(OH)) 825.669 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ××× – ××× – 
GalCer(d42:2(OH)) 825.669 – [M+Cl]- – – – ××× 
GalCer(d42:1(OH)) 827.685 [M+H]+ [M–H]- ××× – ×× – 
GalCer(d42:1(OH)) 827.685 – [M+Cl]- – – – ×× 
PS(40:6) 835.536 – [M–H]- – – – ××× 
PE(P-44:4) 835.645 – [M–H]- – – ×× ××× 
PE(44:2) 855.672 – [M–H]- – – ×× ×× 
PI(36:4) 858.526 – [M–H]- – – – ×× 
PI(38:5) 884.541 – [M–H]- – – – ×× 
PI(38:4) 886.557 – [M–H]- – – – ×× 
ST(d42:2) 889.631 – [M–H]- – – – ×× 
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In the positive ion mode, PCs are not detected with LAAPPI-MS due to their 
severe fragmentation (Chapter 5.3.2.3), whereas their protonated molecules 
were detected with high abundance using LAESI-MS (Figure 15, Table 6). 
LAESI spectra also showed some relatively weak ions at odd-numbered m/z 
values that match with protonated sphingomyelin (SM) species, which were 
not detected with LAAPPI-MS. Several PEs were detected with both methods, 
but the relative abundances with LAAPPI-MS are typically higher than with 
LAESI-MS. Many of the PE lipids have the closest accurate mass database 
matches with ethanolamine plasmalogens (PEP), a subclass of PE that 
accounts for at least one-half of all PE lipids in whole brain284 and about 85% 
in myelin.285 For example, the intense ions in LAAPPI mass spectra match with 
PE(P-34:1), PE(P-36:2), and PE(P-36:1) species (Table 6), which are also 
among the major PEP species of the brain.281 GalCer were detected with high 
relative abundance with LAAPPI-MS but not with LAESI-MS. The white 
matter regions of the brain contain a large number of glycolipids in its myelin 
sheet, which comprise about 30% of its lipid mass.286 Glycolipids in the brain 
also contain either a non-hydroxy or 2-hydroxy fatty acid of which the α-
hydroxylated species constitute approximately 60% of all GalCer in the mature 
rat.287,288 Mass peaks matching with GalCer with both fatty acid species were 
detected by positive ion LAAPPI-MS as either protonated molecules or [M+H–
H2O]+ fragment ions based on the accurate masses. The detection of GalCer 
species is supported by the large number of simultaneously observed ceramide 
fragments (Chapter 5.3.2.3). 

 

Figure 16. Lipid classes detected by positive (+) and negative (−) ion LAAPPI- and LAESI-
MS. (GalCer = galactosylceramide, Cer = ceramide, Chol = cholesterol, PE = 
phosphatidylethanolamine, PC = phosphatidylcholine, SM = sphingomyelin, ST = sulfatide, 
PS = phosphatidylserine, and PI = phosphatidylinositol). 

In negative ion mode, LAAPPI and LAESI spectra (Figure 15, Table 6) 
included many of the same mass peaks of PE plasmalogen and diacyl species, 
such as deprotonated PE(P-36:2) and PE(40:6). LAAPPI-MS detected highly 
abundant GalCer species as deprotonated molecules, whereas LAESI detected 
some GalCer species as chlorinated adducts. Deprotonated GalCer peaks in 
LAAPPI-MS spectra were, however, one or two orders of magnitude higher 
than the adduct signals observed with LAESI-MS. PS and PI lipids including 
deprotonated PS(40:6) and PI(38:4) were detected only with LAESI-MS. The 
detection of these species were expected, as in the brain about 51% of the total 
PS content consists of PS(40:6) and about 60% of the total PI content consists 
of PI(38:4) species.281 LAESI-MS also showed few abundant sulfated GalCer 
species (i.e. sulfatides, ST) such as deprotonated ST(24:1). 
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5.3.2.3 Fragmentation 

In positive ion mode, several fragment ions in the mass ranges of m/z 
100−350 and m/z 500−700 were detected with LAAPPI-MS (Figure 15a) due 
to its more energetic ionization process as compared to LAESI-MS (Figure 
15c). Many of the fragments in the LAAPPI spectra are suggested to result 
from fragmentation of phospholipids and sphingolipids by the loss of 
sphingolipid and phospholipid head groups together with one water molecule, 
such as ceramide Cer(d36:1) at m/z 548.54 and diglyceride DG(36:1) at m/z 
605.55. PC species were not detected by LAAPPI-MS due to their 
fragmentation by the neutral loss of phosphocholine (–183 Da) instead of the 
formation of the protonated phosphocholine at m/z 184 that was detected by 
LAESI-MS.260 Many of the metabolites and lipids were also detected by 
LAAPPI-MS as their [M+H−H2O]+ fragments, such as N-acetylaspartic acid, 
glutamic acid, threonine, creatine, and monoacylglycerides (MG), including 
MG(16:0) (m/z 313.27), MG(18:1) (m/z 339.29), and MG(18:0) (m/z 
341.30). 

In negative ion mode, several lipid fragments at a low mass range were 
detected with both techniques. While LAESI spectra contained mass peaks 
that match with deprotonated phospholipid head groups, such as 
phosphorylethanolamine at m/z 140.02, LAAPPI spectra showed 
deprotonated fatty acids such as stearic (18:0) (m/z 283.26) and arachidonic 
(24:4) (m/z 303.23) acid. LAAPPI spectra at the mass range m/z 500−700 also 
showed glycolipid fragments formed from α-hydroxylated or non-
hydroxylated GalCer species, such as Cer(d40:1(OH)) at m/z 636.59 and 
Cer(d42:2) at m/z 646.61. However, the detected ceramide species (Figure 
15b) were substantially less intense than those detected in positive ion mode 
(Figure 15a). 

5.3.3 IMAGING ANALYSIS 

LAAPPI- and LAESI-MSI of rodent brain tissue sections were carried out 
with the optimized ion source parameters and a lateral resolution of 70 μm. 
The resulting spot-to-spot sampling repeatability was assessed by using the 
TIC peaks acquired from a relatively uniform part of the brain, which had 
average intensities of approximately 1.6E6 and 4.3E5 with relative standard 
deviations of 16.8% and 4.2% for LAAPPI- and LAESI-MSI, respectively. 

5.3.3.1 Mouse brain 

LAAPPI and LAESI-MS methods were compared in the MSI analysis of 
mouse brain tissues sections of optimal thickness (Table 4, Figure 13g). The 
distributions of small metabolites and lipids that show a specific localization 
pattern in the measured tissue sections match well with different regions or 
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structures of mouse brain (Figures 17). For example, the LAAPPI-MS image 
of m/z 810.68 (Figure 17h) show patterns that match well with the myelinated 
white matter regions of the brain,289 especially corpus callosum (CC). On the 
other hand, PC(37:6) is clearly less abundant in the CC than in the cerebral 
cortex (CTX) or thalamus (TH) (Figure 17g). Conversely, adenosine and PE(P-
36:4) are more abundant in the thalamus than in other regions of the mouse 
brain (Figure 17c and 17f). 

 

Figure 17. LAAPPI and LAESI MS images of mouse brain acquired with 70 μm lateral 
resolution and the protocol and intensity scale of the measurements. 

The results also visualize the differences in sensitivity of the methods for 
certain metabolites (Table 5). For example, the relatively higher abundance of 
GABA in the hypothalamus is clearly detected in the LAESI image of ion m/z 
104.07 (Figure 17a), which is consistent with earlier works.8,46,290 However, 
the distribution of GABA in the LAAPPI MS image is less specific to this brain 
region due to the lower sensitivity of LAAPPI for GABA. A similar effect can be 
observed in the MS image of adenosine (Figure 17c). 

From a practical standpoint, the optimized MSI parameters for best 
imaging quality (maximum sensitivity) resulted in signal durations of 0.6–1.2 
s/pixel for LAAPPI-MSI and 4–6 s/pixel for LAESI-MSI. LAESI was more 
prone to carry-over in long-term MSI measurements than LAAPPI, which 
caused its longer signal durations. The effect of carry-over can be observed in 
positive and negative ion LAESI images of PE(P-36:2) (Figure 17 d and 17e), 
especially around the region of CC. Carry-over can be minimized by moving 
the tip of the unheated ES emitter to a longer distance from the ablated plume 
at the cost of sensitivity ( , Figure 12, Chapter 5.3.1). Carry-over effect was 
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not observed in any LAAPPI-MS images probably due to the heated nebulizer, 
and LAAPPI-MS analysis was carried out without compromising sensitivity or 
analysis times. 

5.3.3.2 Rat brain 

The negative ion LAAPPI-MS images of a 20 μm thick rat brain tissue 
section show that the method is also well suited for long-term MS 
measurements of nearly 30 000 pixels that took over a day to finish due to the 
minimum settable dwell time of 2–3 s caused by the nonoptimal measurement 
hardware/software solution (cf. LAAPPI-MS signal durations of 0.6–1.2 s, 
Chapter 5.3.3.1). However, the optimized ratio of sample temperature to 
relative humidity (Chapter 5.3.1.5) and the heated ion source surfaces 
(Chapters 5.3.1.2 and 5.3.1.4) allowed long-term LAAPPI-MSI measurements 
because they preserved the state of the sample and minimized contamination 
of ion source parts, respectively. As a result, different parts of the LAAPPI-MS 
imaged rat brain were clearly visualized without notable memory or sample 
degradation effects (Figure 18) and attenuation of TIC was not detected during 
the measurement. The MS image of a α-hydroxylated GalCer(42:1) species 
(Figure 18a) shows that this glycolipid is quite evenly distributed in all white 
matter regions of rat brain, including CC, stria medullaris of the thalamus 
(SMT), fimbria of the hippocampus (FH), and the myelinated parts of 
thalamus (TH). On the other hand, another white matter specific glycolipid, a 
non-hydroxylated GalCer(38:1) (Figure 18b), is relatively more abundant in 
the regions of corticofugal pathways (CP) and optical tract and chiasm 
(OT/OC). In contrast to glycolipids, the distribution of a phospholipid 
PE(34:0) (Figure 18c) shows that this species exists more abundantly in gray 
matter regions of rat brain, such as CTX and hippocampus (HIP). The lateral 
resolution of 70 μm was also sufficient to distinguish even smaller regions of 
rat brain. For instance, the PE plasmalogen species PE(P-36:4) (Figure 18d) 
is clearly most abundant at the lower parts of the CTX and the outer parts of 
the hippocampal region, such as CA3 of Ammon’s horn and dentate gyrus 
(DG). 

 

Figure 18. Negative ion LAAPPI images of a 20 μm thick whole rat brain tissue section 
measured with 70 μm lateral resolution. (CC = corpus callosum, SMT = stria medullaris of the 
thalamus, FH = fimbria of the hippocampus, TH = thalamus, CP = corticofugal pathways, 
OT/OC = optical tract and chiasm, CTX = cerebral cortex, HYP = hypothalamic region, HIP = 
hippocampal region, CA3 = field of Ammon’s horn, and DG = dentate gyrus). 
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5.4 LAAPPI-MSI OF ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA LEAVES 
(IV) 

The model organism Arabidopsis thaliana (A. thaliana) is an important 
species in fundamental plant research.291 A. thaliana leaves have a complex, 
multilayered structure (Figure 19b) including substructures such as trichomes 
(plant hair), cuticular and surface waxes, veins, and epidermis, which can be 
difficult to analyze and spatially resolve from each other with more traditional 
MS imaging methods, such as MALDI. The trichomes of A. thaliana leaves are 
star-shaped outgrowths of single cells of a few hundred micrometers in length 
(Figures 19),292 consisting of a stalk and typically 2−4 branches that point to 
different directions on the leaf surface. Trichomes are attached to the leaf 
lamina with basal cells and they protect plants from various biotic and abiotic 
stresses by varying their physical shape or chemical composition293 and shield 
against harmful UV radiation and excess light.294 The capability to analyze and 
image individual trichomes as well as other leaf substructures is important 
because their function, development, and biochemical composition are still 
not completely known. In this study (IV), LAAPPI-MSI of single-cell trichomes 
and other substructures of untreated and frozen A. thaliana leaves and the 
potential of LAAPPI-MS for depth profiling analysis were demonstrated with 
a lateral resolution of 70 μm.  

 

Figure 19. (a) Top view microscope image of the A. thaliana leaf surface showing multiple 
unicellular trichomes on the leaf lamina. (b) Side-view microscope image of the A. thaliana 
leaf surface showing a single-cell (unicellular) trichome (branches and stalk), basal cells, and 
the topmost leaf lamina. The image is combined with a fluorescence image that separates the 
chlorophyll-containing mesophyll cells (green) from the epidermis (gray). 

5.4.1 ION SOURCE OPTIMIZATION 

The LAAPPI optimization results of the rodent brain tissue (Chapter 5.3) 
was utilized as a starting point. The optimal parameters for negative ion 
LAAPPI-MS of leaf tissue were observed to be like with the brain tissue 
(Chapter 5.3.1), but the optimal spray solvent and extension capillary 
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temperatures were 350 and 200 °C, respectively, when the spray solvent used 
was toluene with a flow rate of 1.0 μL/min. As with brain tissue (Figure 11a, 
Chapter 5.2.2), the optimized IRLA sampling settings allowed perforation of 
the leaf (Figure 20a) and good spot-to-spot repeatability in MSI (Figure 20b). 
The optimized parameters resulted in LAAPPI-MS imaging analysis at a rate 
of 1500 pixels/h. 

 

Figure 20. (a) Microscope image showing a grid of holes in the A. thaliana leaf lamina after 
MS imaging analysis with a 70 μm step size. (b) Repeatability of the negative ion LAAPPI-MS 
base peak ion trace (BPI, 34:6-MGD at m/z 745.49) measured from the A. thaliana leaf lamina 
(RSD = relative standard deviation). 

5.4.2 MASS SPECTRAL AND IMAGING ANALYSIS 

The analysis of negative ion LAAPPI-MS mass spectra and imaging data of 
A. thaliana leaves revealed many compounds and compound classes that were 
specific to different leaf parts as listed in Table 7 and visualized in the TIC-
normalized LAAPPI-MS images of selected deprotonated ions (Figures 
21−24). Level 5 identification160 was carried out for the main ions using their 
exact masses to match them with the most abundant compounds of A. 
thaliana leaves reported in the literature. The LAAPPI-MS images of 
trichome-rich leaf regions are approximately 7 × 3 mm in size (5 000 pixels), 
whereas the MS images of one leaf half are approximately 16 × 6 mm in size 
(16 500 pixels). 

5.4.2.1 Trichome 

Negative ion LAAPPI-MS imaging was able to spatially resolve single-cell 
trichomes from the A. thaliana leaf lamina and allowed for acquisition of 
images (Figure 21) that clearly and repeatedly represent their star-shaped 
form. The main compounds having higher abundances in the unicellular 
trichomes than in the other parts of the leaf are fatty acids and their esters 
(Table 7), as detected with three homologous series of peaks with a mass 
difference of 28 amu, indicating that the compounds include a long alkyl chain. 
Based on the accurate masses, the first two ion series at the mass ranges of 
m/z 395−507 ( − ) and m/z 409−465 ( − ) consist of deprotonated 
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even and odd chain saturated very-long-chain fatty acids (VLCFAs), 
respectively. This result is consistent with a previous study by Ebert and co-
workers,295 who identified VLCFAs from harvested A. thaliana leaf trichomes 
by GC−MS. The LAAPPI-MS images of the detected saturated fatty acids 
(Table 7), octacontanoic acid (m/z 423.42) as an example, show that their ion 
distributions correlate well with the branched shape of the single-cell 
trichomes (Figure 21b). The intensities of the reported fatty acids were 
significantly higher in the single-cell trichomes than in the trichome bases or 
leaf lamina. On the other hand, the members of the third homologous series at 
the mass range of m/z 527−639 match with 4′-hydroxycinnamic acid (4-HCA) 
esters, which belong to a class of alkyl hydroxycinnamates (ACHs) and which 
were detected only in the trichomes (Figure 21a). ACHs are natural products 
in various plant tissues and have been reported in more than 50 plant 
species.296 In addition, the mass spectra acquired from the trichomes shows a 
fourth homologous series, which is not specific to the trichome but to the 
cuticle on the leaf lamina (Chapter 5.4.2.3). 

 

Figure 21. (a) Distribution of 4′-hydroxy-cinnamic acid (HCA) triacontyl ester revealing the 
star-shaped forms of single-cell trichomes with and without (top-right inset) normalization. 
(b) Distribution of octacontanoic acid. 

5.4.2.2 Trichome base 

Negative ion LAAPPI-MS imaging was able to spatially resolve the base of 
a trichome from the rest of its body (Figure 22). The accurate masses of the 
most intense peaks indicate that the main compounds having higher 
abundances in the trichome bases are deprotonated flavonol glycosides, 
including species such as kaempferol (K), quercetin (Q), or isorhamnetin(I), 
with sugars such as rhamnose (Rha) and glucose (Glu) (Table 7), which are 
well-known and one of the most abundant secondary metabolite groups in A. 
thaliana leaves and trichomes.297,298 The LAAPPI-MS images (Figure 22a and 
22b) of the flavonol glycosides, K-Rha-Rha and K-Glu-Rha-Rha, as examples, 
reveal a clearly higher intensity for these species at small specific leaf areas 
consisting of only a few pixels. The image (Figure 22c) containing co-localized 
distributions of K-Rha-Rha and octacontanoic acid, which is specific for the 
whole trichome (Chapter 5.4.2.1), confirms that flavonol-rich pixels (red) are 
located at the base of the trichomes, either in the lower part of the trichome 
stalk or in the basal cells that surround the stalk and attach the trichome to the 
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leaf surface (Figure 19b). Some of the flavonol glycoside species detected have 
also previously been reported to be more abundant at the base parts than in 
the leaf lamina by a microsampling-based ESI-MS method,299 supporting our 
LAAPPI-MS data. It has also been shown that zinc accumulates at the base of 
trichomes of A. thaliana leaves,292 and as zinc can form chelates with 
flavonoids,300 this may partly explain why flavonol glycosides were more 
abundant at the base parts of the trichomes than in the other parts of the leaf. 

 

Figure 22. Flavonol glycosides showing relatively high abundances at the trichome base 
parts, as visualized with the colocalized image of m/z 577.15 (red, a) and m/z 423.42 (blue, 
Figure 21b). 

5.4.2.3 Leaf lamina 

Negative ion LAAPPI-MS imaging showed multiple types of compound 
distributions in the leaf lamina (Figure 23) as compared to the trichome parts 
of the leaf (Chapters 5.4.2.1 and 5.4.2.2). The mass spectra acquired from the 
leaf lamina region differs substantially from the trichome parts by containing 
many intense lipid peaks in the mass range m/z 700−1000 (Table 7). The 
accurate masses of the lipids match the oxidized and nonoxidized galactolipids 
of A. thaliana leaves detected in earlier studies301,302 and include many 
monogalactosyldiacylglycerol (MGD) and digalactosyldiacylglycerol (DGD) 
species. MGD and DGD species alone compose approximately 60% of all leaf 
lipids or 80% of membrane lipids in chloroplasts within the mesophyll cells 
below the epidermis (Figure 19b).302 Most of the detected galactolipids were 
distributed quite evenly across the leaf (Figure 23a), with 34:6-MGD as an 
example. Figure 23a also shows that the intensity of 34:6-MGD at the some 
trichome pixels is low compared to that in the other leaf lamina regions, which 
may be caused by the interaction of the trichome branches with the IRLA 
sampling and thus the analysis of leaf layers under the branches. This result 
also shows that 34:6-MGD was not detected in the measured trichomes. 

In addition to lipids, the mass spectra of leaf lamina showed several mass 
peaks, such as flavonol glycosides and saturated fatty acids, which had a higher 
abundance in the mass spectra of the trichome parts (Chapters 5.4.2.1 and 
5.4.2.2), but also a peak at m/z 591.17, which had a lower abundance at the 
trichome and around its proximity than in the other regions of the leaf (Figure 
23b). The accurate mass of this ion matches that of 1,2-disinapoylglucose (1,2-
DSG), which is a common secondary metabolite in leaves but not in 
trichomes.298,303 
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Furthermore, the leaf lamina mass spectra showed two homologous ion 
series at the mass ranges m/z 461−545 and m/z 505−561, which were also 
present in all acquired mass spectra of the imaging data set. The accurate 
masses indicate that the ion series consists of oxygenated ( − ) fatty acid 
derivatives (Table 7), some of which have been detected in earlier studies by 
GC−MS304 and MALDI-MSI305 from the topmost cuticle layer of the leaf 
(Figure 19b). The oxygenated fatty acid derivatives, with 18-(octadecyloxy)-
octadecatrienoic acid as an example (Figure 23c), were evenly distributed on 
the A. thaliana leaf, as the cuticle covers the entire leaf surface, including the 
trichomes. 

 

Figure 23. (a) Evenly distributed galactolipid species showing the shadowing effect of 
trichome branches as black pixels. (b) Lack of 1,2-disinapoylglucose in the leaf lamina 
surrounding the trichome regions. (c) Evenly distributed fatty acids of the uniform cuticular 
wax layer of the leaf. 

5.4.2.4 Veins and tear 

Negative ion LAAPPI-MS images of half of a frozen A. thaliana leaf 
revealed vein patterns (Figure 24a and 24b), including a midvein, secondary 
veins, and high-order tertiary veins whose diameters were only tens of μm.306 
The mass peaks having a higher intensity in the veins than in the other parts 
of the leaf are all lipids detected in the mass range m/z 700−1000 (Table 7). 
Based on the accurate masses and the known lipid composition of A. thaliana 
leaves,301,307 the most abundant lipids in veins are galactolipids and 
glucosylceramides (GlcCer) (Table 7). The identification of GlcCer lipids is also 
supported by the similar distributions of ceramide fragment ions, such as 
Cer(t18:1/h24:1) detected at m/z 678.60. All the detected GlcCer lipids (Table 
7) have also been previously detected in A. thaliana leaves by LC−MS.308 The 
distribution of galactolipids, with galactolipid 36:6-MDG as an example 
(Figure 24a), clearly correlates with all the vein structures detected from the 
leaves. On the contrary, glucosylceramides (GlcCer), with GlcCer 
(t18:1/h24:1) as an example (Figure 24b), were most abundant only in the 
midvein (Table 7). Additionally, some galactolipids were less abundant in the 
midvein, as shown in the image (Figure 24b inset) of 18:3/methyl-ketol-16:2-
MGD (or methyl-ketol-18:2/16:3-MGD). 
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Figure 24. (a-b) Lipid distributions showing the vein pattern or solely the midvein in one 
leaf half. (c) Pheophytin a had a higher abundance in the surroundings of the tear and the 
edge of the leaf. 

Table 7. Most abundant ions in the different parts of A. thaliana leaves detected with <10 
ppm mass error. (K = kaempferol, Q = quercetin, I = isorhamnetin, Rha = rhamnoside, Glu = 
glucoside, OA = octadecatrienoic acid, 4-HCA = 4’-hydroxy-cinnamic acid, GlcCer = 
glucosylceramide). 

Part Molecular formula 
(tentative identification) 

Observed 
m/z 
[M–H]– 

Mass 
error 
∆ppm 

Compound class Ref. 

Trichome 
(body) 

C26H52O2 (hexacosanoic acid) 395.387 4.8 

Saturated 
very-long-chain 
fatty acids 

295 

C28H56O2 (octacontanoic acid) 423.417 7.6 
C30H60O2 (triacontanoic acid) 451.449 5.5 
C32H64O2 (dotriacontanoic acid) 479.480 5.9 
C34H68O2 (tetratriacontanoic acid) 507.511 6.1 
C27H54O2 (heptacosanoic acid) 409.402 6.2 
C29H58O2 (nonacosanoic acid) 437.433 6.5 
C31H62O2 (hentriacontanoic acid) 465.465 4.6 
C35H60O3 (4-HCA hexacosyl ester) 527.444 4.6 

Alkyl 
hydroxycinnamates  

C37H64O3 (4-HCA octacosyl ester) 555.473 8.5 
C39H68O3 (4-HCA triacontyl ester) 583.509 6.9 
C41H72O3 (4-HCA dotriacontanyl ester) 611.539 2.2 
C43H76O3 (4-HCA tetratriacontyl ester) 639.567 7.2 

Trichome 
(base) 

C21H20O10 (K-Rha) 431.094 8.9 

Flavonol glycosides 
126, 

298, 

299 

C21H20O11 (K-Glu or Q-Rha) 447.091 3.9 
C27H30O14 (K-Rha-Rha) 577.152 6.5 
C27H30O15 (K-Glu-Rha or Q-Rha-Rha) 593.147 6.2 
C28H32O16 (I-Glu-Rha) 623.157 6.8 
C33H40O19 (K-Glu-Rha-Rha) 739.204 6.2 

Cuticle 

C30H54O3 (18-(didecyloxy)-OA) 461.398 3.2 

Oxygenated 
fatty acid 
derivatives 

304, 

305 

C32H58O3 (18-(tetradecyloxy)-OA) 489.426 9.8 
C32H58O4 505.422 7.3 
C34H62O3 (18-(hexadecyloxy)-OA) 517.457 9.9 
C34H62O4  533.454 5.6 
C36H66O3 (18-(octadecyloxy)-OA) 545.490 6.0 
C36H66O4 561.485 5.9 

All veins 
C45H74O10 (36:6-MDG) 773.518 3.1 Galactolipids 

301 
C46H76O12 (18:3/methyl-ketol-18:2-MGD) 819.518 9.6 Galactolipids 

Midvein 
C40H77O9N (16:0-O/d18:1-GlcCer) 714.547 7.0 Glucosylceramides 

307, 

308 C40H77O10N (16:0-O/t18:1-GlcCer) 730.542 6.7 Glucosylceramides 
C48H91O10N (t18:1/h24:1-GlcCer) 840.656 0.4 Glucosylceramides 

Tear/edge C55H74N4O5 (pheophytin a) 869.552 7.0 Chlorins 312 

Leaf 
lamina 

C28H32O14 (1,2-disinapoylglucose) 591.168 5.7 Sinapate esters 

301 

C43H70O10 (34:6-MGD) 745.486 4.1 Galactolipids 
C45H74O10 (36:6-MGD) 773.518 3.1 Galactolipids 
C44H72O12 (18:3/methyl-ketol-16:2-MGD) 791.490 5.8 Galactolipids 
C45H74O12 (18:3/C18-ketol-MGD) 805.506 5.2 Galactolipids 
C51H84O15 (36:6-DGD) 935.567 6.6 Galactolipids 
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In addition to the vein pattern, the LAAPPI-MS images of the leaf half 
revealed that the abundance of the ion at m/z 869.55 was significantly higher 
at the leaf edge than at the other parts of the leaf lamina (Figure 24c). The 
same was observed in the surroundings of the tear, which was formed in the 
sample preparation process. The accurate mass of the ion matches with 
pheophytin a, which is a chlorophyll a molecule without Mg2+ ion. Pheophytin 
a acts as an electron carrier in photosynthesis, and it can be formed due to leaf 
senescence or a metabolic stress reaction in the tissue.309,310 It is unclear, 
however, whether the molecule in the sample is pheophytin a or chlorophyll 
a, which can be fragmented to pheophytin a by loss of Mg in the ion source, as 
also observed in the earlier LAESI study.311 

5.4.3 DEPTH PROFILING ANALYSIS 

A. thaliana leaves have a complex, multilayered structure (Figure 19b) of 
approximately 150 μm in thickness.313 As the emitted IR pulses reach the leaf 
surface, they begin to ablate the lamina pulse-by-pulse, which allows different 
leaf layers of each measurement spot to be sampled and analyzed at different 
times. The feasibility of LAAPPI-MS for the imaging of leaf parts at different 
depths (z-axis) was demonstrated by halving the MS data of each measured 
spot (Figure 25a) to sets which represent the data acquired from the upper and 
deeper parts of the leaf (Figures 25b and 25c). These sets show clear 
differences in the mass spectral profiles, which indicates that LAAPPI-MS 
could spatially resolve structures located at different depths of the leaf. For 
example, the mass spectrum of the peak scan  (Figure 25b) shows the same 
two homologous ion series of oxygenated ( − ) fatty acid derivatives 
(Table 7), which were detected in all spectra of the leaf lamina (Chapter 
5.4.2.3) and belong to the topmost cuticle layer of the leaf (Figure 19b). On the 
contrary, the mass spectrum of peak scan  (Figure 25c) shows the same lipids 
as detected from the interveinal leaf lamina (Chapter 5.4.2.3), which belong to 
different galactolipid species that are most abundant in mesophyll layers 
below the epidermis (Figure 19b). 
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Figure 25. Depth profiling of the leaf lamina by LAAPPI-MS. (a) Extracted ion traces (EIT) 
of 18-(tetradecyloxy)-octadecatrienoic acid (m/z 489.43) and 18:3/C18-ketol-MGD (m/z 
805.51) measured at different times from one 65 μm diameter spot. The peak pairs (e.g., P1 
and P2) of each spot were separated by 2−3 scans with a data acquisition rate of 5 Hz. (b−c) 
Extracted mass spectra of peak P1 and P2 scans. (d) Distributions of octacontanoic acid (m/z 
423.42) and 34:6-MGD (m/z 745.49) above and below the leaf surface. 

The differences in the analyte depth distributions are observed most clearly 
with the species that are rich in the surface trichomes and the subepidermal 
mesophyll cells, being the farthest apart. Overall, the data presented covers 
approximately 300 μm in depth, as the trichomes expand above the leaf 
surface roughly the same distance as the thickness of the leaf (150 μm, Figure 
19b). The example MS images of the top parts of the leaf (Figure 25d) show 
that the intensity of octacontanoic acid is clearly the highest at the location of 
the trichomes as its distribution clearly reveals their star-shaped form. 
Otherwise, the intensity of octacontanoic acid is lower than that it is in the 
bottom half of the leaf, in which the distribution of this species is more uniform 
as there are no trichomes below the leaf surface. In the other example, the 
intensity of a galactolipid 34:6-MGD is low in the top parts and high in the 
bottom parts of the leaf due to the high abundance of galactolipids below the 
epidermis. Similar depth distributions were detected for pheophytin a, which 
is most abundant in the chloroplasts below the epidermis. 
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The overall aim of this thesis and its four studies (I−IV) was to further 
develop LAAPPI- and LAESI-MS methods for direct imaging measurements 
of untreated biological samples at atmospheric pressure and to demonstrate 
the achievements with analyses of tissue samples. The developments resulted 
in substantially enhanced imaging quality for the LAAPPI and LAESI methods, 
which was accomplished by decreasing the focused spot size of the OPO IR 
laser for sampling of smaller and smaller sample volumes, while optimizing 
the operational parameters of the methods for better sampling repeatability 
and detection sensitivity. 

The first study (I) demonstrated the first version of the in-house built 
LAAPPI MSI platform by measuring triterpenoid distributions from B. 
pendula bark samples with a lateral resolution of 400 μm. LAAPPI-MSI was 
able to map distribution patterns of betulinic acid that matched with the 
lenticel regions of the bark, complementing DAPPI-MS surface screening 
analysis. Next (II), the inhomogeneous multimode OPO IR laser beam profile 
and the high divergence of the emitted photons were shown to cause 
substantial aberration at the focusing lens, which led to large sampling spot 
sizes of hundreds of micrometers in diameter and poor lateral resolution in 
IRLA-MSI. A simple focusing method was proposed by letting the IR laser 
beam propagate in free space before focusing it onto the sample surface, which 
we suggested to be suitable for all IRLA-MS methods and allow a greatly 
enhanced imaging quality. The effect of this method on imaging quality was 
most clearly demonstrated in the third study (III), in which the OPO IR laser 
beam focusing method was coupled with the second and well-optimized 
version of the MSI platform built in-house, which now utilized both LAAPPI 
and LAESI for the analysis of a wider range of compounds of different polarity. 
The methods were shown to be capable of imaging accurate distributions of 
metabolites and lipids in the rodent brain tissue sections with a lateral 
resolution of 70 μm, producing enhanced mass spectrometric images as 
compared to the previously published ones. Finally (IV), the newly developed 
LAAPPI-MSI platform was applied for the analysis of A. thaliana leaves to 
demonstrate its current capability in plant tissue imaging with a lateral 
resolution of 70 μm. This study showed how LAAPPI-MSI can now spatially 
resolve many leaf substructures ranging from single cell trichomes to veins 
and to map the distributions of analytes also at different depths of the sample. 

The overall enhancement in imaging quality can be observed when 
comparing the mass spectrometric images throughout this thesis. The first 
study (I) presented imaging data with a lateral resolution of 400 μm, which 
was typical for IRLA-MS methods before 2016, and its results illustrate the 
need for further development in focusing the OPO IR lasers, as demonstrated 
in the second study (II). Although greatly reduced sampling spot diameters 
were achieved in the second study, this did not directly result in enhanced 
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imaging quality for LAAPPI and LAESI methods. The sampling of smaller 
circular areas results in quadruple the number of measurements as the 
diameter halves, and a similar decrease in the number of sampled molecules 
for MS analysis. This leads to a substantial increase in difficulty, with much 
longer measurement times due to the decreased number of molecules 
available to be sampled, ionized, and transported from atmospheric pressure 
to a vacuum within a mass spectrometer in a highly repeatable fashion. 
However, the optimizations in the third study (III) made imaging with a lateral 
resolution of 70 μm feasible, with good sampling repeatability and 
measurement stability, as shown with the mass spectrometric images of a 
whole rat brain tissue section by LAAPPI-MSI. These images revealed many 
spatially resolved brain regions, and the compound distributions had sharp 
transitions from region to region without notable artifacts such as carry-over 
effects. In the fourth study (IV), the optimized imaging platform with a lateral 
resolution of 70 μm was further demonstrated to be stable, repeatable, and 
thus suitable also for the imaging of single trichomes from nontreated and 
frozen plant leaves. This was also the first time LAAPPI-MS has been 
successfully employed to image and measure the contents of any type of cell 
from tissue, as well as spatially resolve different overlaid tissue structures. 
Overall, the work carried out throughout this thesis shows a major step 
forward in terms of imaging quality for IRLA-MS methods, especially LAAPPI-
MS. 

The LAAPPI and LAESI methods were also shown to be capable of 
detecting different types of metabolites and lipids. Although the mass 
spectrometers used in this work were not ideal in terms of mass resolution and 
accuracy or capability to identification, tentative analyte identification was 
nevertheless possible with the acquired exact masses, online databases, and 
information reported in the literature about the major metabolites and lipids 
of each tissue, which are often detected with distinct m/z values. Altogether, 
LAAPPI-MS was demonstrated to be an efficient tool for ionization and 
detection of compounds of low polarity throughout this thesis. For example, 
LAAPPI-MS was able to analyze different triterpenoids, such as betulin and 
lupeol, from B. pendula bark tissue; cholesterol, ceramides, and 
galactosylceramides from rodent brain tissue; and fatty acid esters, 
galactolipids, and glycosphingolipids from A. thaliana leaf tissue. Moreover, 
LAAPPI-MS also allowed the analysis of more polar compounds such as amino 
acids and PE phospholipids from rodent brain tissue and flavonol glycosides 
from A. thaliana leaf tissue. In contrast, LAESI-MS was more efficient for the 
analysis of polar and ionic compounds than LAAPPI-MS. LAESI-MS had a 
better sensitivity for amino acids, neurotransmitters, and cationic and anionic 
phospholipids of rodent brain tissue than LAAPPI-MS. Whereas LAAPPI-MS 
did not detect any of the ionic lipid species, such as PC, PI, and PS, LAESI did 
not detect the neutral lipids with a ceramide backbone. As such, LAAPPI- and 
LAESI-MS acquire data about many different types of compounds in the brain, 
which indicates that they are more complementary than alternative methods. 
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The results of this thesis can also be used to predict the future of IRLA-MS 
methods that are currently in a niche position in the field of MSI, including 
numerous methods with acronym names. Many of these methods, such as 
DESI, are simpler to build and operate than IRLA-MS methods, and some are 
commercially available for the end user with bundled software solutions. 
However, IRLA-MS has great potential for achieving better imaging quality 
after careful development and optimization work, when compared to many of 
its ambient MS rivals, as shown with the progress made in this thesis. 
Although IRLA-MS methods suffer from many challenges, such as limited 
sensitivity and certainty in quantification, they are not meant to replace 
traditional MS methods, such as GC- and LC-MS, which can outperform IRLA-
MS in these aspects. In contrast, IRLA-MSI can now offer more for spatial 
metabolomics and lipidomics and complement data acquired by traditional 
MS methods. Many of the challenges with IRLA-MSI, such as the minimum 
possible spatial resolution, long analysis times, and difficulty in separating 
isobaric ions, can most likely be addressed in future by further instrument 
development and coupling IRLA-MSI with other methods such as IMS, which 
has also advanced substantially in recent years. 

The quality of mass spectrometric images that can be acquired with IRLA-
MS methods is rapidly improving to the level that they could be more widely 
applied for single cell imaging and studies of cellular heterogeneity. 
Furthermore, in contrast to more traditional MSI methods such as MALDI, 
IRLA-MSI has the capacity to analyze samples in their native states without 
the need for extensive sample preparation or treatment. As such, the gap 
between traditional MSI and IRLA-MSI has been greatly narrowed and IRLA-
MSI is an increasingly appealing choice for biological research. Future studies 
could benefit from subsequent LAAPPI- and LAESI-MS analyses to acquire 
more comprehensive chemical profiles of samples. The enhanced imaging 
capability of IRLA-MS methods is not limited to planar samples with smooth 
surfaces, such as tissue sections, as shown with the analyses of A. thaliana 
leaves that demonstrate the feasibility of these methods for samples with 
highly variable topography. In future, the IRLA-MS methods could be further 
developed for imaging non-planar samples and 3-D MSI without any sample 
preparation such as sectioning, and the methods could be applied for 
straightforward and rapid analyses of biopsy specimens, for example. 
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